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ABSTRACT
Pulsed neutron capture logs have been used to deter­
mine residual oil saturations for many years. A previous 
study found that at low values of residual oil saturation 
(ROS) conventional pulsed neutron logging techniques did 
not have the accuracy necessary for enhanced oil recovery 
decision making requirements. Special log-inject-log tech­
niques were developed in order to reduce the uncertainty in 
values of ROS measured with pulsed neutron capture logs.
The expected accuracy of these log-inject-log techniques 
has been reported to be within + 5 saturation percent.
A study of the uncertainty associated with ROS values 
determined with pulsed neutron capture logs was made using 
Monte Carlo simulation techniques. Field data was obtained 
from tests reported in the literature. The total uncertain­
ty associated with saturations determined by both conven­
tional and log-inject-log procedures involving pulsed neu­
tron capture logs was found to be 3 to 4 times higher than 
previously published. This increase in uncertainty was due 
only to the parameters required in the interpretive equa­
tions. Additional uncertainty introduced by the log-inj ect- 
log process itself was not modeled. This fact makes the 
estimates in uncertainty presented here optimistic.
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THE ACCURACY OF PULSED NEUTRON CAPTURE LOGS FOR 
RESIDUAL OIL SATURATION DETERMINATION
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The 1973 oil embargo forced both the people and the 
leadership of the United States to realize that energy 
shortages were a very real possibility for the future, but 
it has only been recently that a domestic exploration and 
drilling boom has taken place. This boom is primarily the 
result of the deregulation of crude oil prices. It is 
obvious to the observer, however, that at some point the new 
reserves being discovered during this boom time will begin 
to fall short of replacing oil and it will become necessary 
to maximize the recovery of hydrocarbons from known reser­
voirs.
The National Petroleum Council reported in 1976 that 
the crude oil discovered as of December 31, 1975 totaled
418 billion b a r r e l s . T h e y  estimated that the total ulti­
mate recovery by conventional means would be 137 billion 
barrels, of which 109 billion barrels had already been pro­
duced. Simple arithmetic shows that the oil left in place
1
at the end of primary and secondary recovery amounts to 281
billion barrels, or a little over 67% of all the oil dis-
20covered up to that time. A more recent appraisal shows 
the situation has not changed significantly since the 
National Petroleum Council report was written, and a great 
potential for enhanced oil recovery still exists.
Enhanced oil recovery, or tertiary recovery, is an 
attempt to recover the oil remaining in the reservoir at the 
end of primary and secondary recovery. This remaining oil 
saturation is called the residual oil saturation. Enhanced 
oil recovery techniques include three classes of processes; 
thermal, chemical and miscible. Thermal processes include 
steam injection and insitu combustion. The chemical tech­
niques are surfactant, polymer, and alkaline flooding. The 
injection of micellar chemicals, carbon dioxide, and flue
gas comprise the suite of miscible techniques. These pro-
29
cesses have been described in the literature. Not all 
techniques are applicable to any one reservoir, so screening 
criteria have been developed to determine the appropriate
technique for a given set of reservoir rock and fluid char-
17 2 9 
acteristics. ’
Hasiba et a l outlined the steps involved in
planning an enhanced oil recovery project. They are:
1. Reservoir prospect screening based on
production and injection history, geology,
reservoir, and fluid properties.
2. Pre-pilot evaluation based on pressure tests 
and infill wells for special coring and 
logging procedures.
3. A field pilot test to determine recovery 
efficiency.
4. The commercial venture decision based upon 
the results of steps 2 and 3.
The ultimate decision made in the final step depends on the 
two key parameters (1) residual oil saturation, the amount 
of oil left in place at the end of primary and secondary 
recovery, and (2 ) recovery efficiency, the amount of the 
remaining oil which will be recovered. Residual oil satu­
ration can be determined by several methods, the most 
promising of which is well logging. Well logging methods 
are popular because they enable the engineer to see vertical 
saturation profiles in the well. When used in multiple 
wells it is then possible to determine lateral variations 
in saturations. One of the most useful techniques is the 
pulsed neutron log-inject-log process since it can be run 
in both open and cased wellbores.
When a technique is used it is important to know the 
limitations and the overall accuracy associated with it.
This is especially true of residual oil saturation deter­
mination since multimillion dollar decisions rest on this
value. Some estimates of the accuracy of these techniques
2 5 3 2 3 3 3 7  4
have been reported; ’ ’ ’ however Bond has suggested
that the precision of the techniques requires further study, 
The objective of this study is to assess the accuracy of 
both pulsed neutron capture logs and the special techniques 
developed for them in the determination of residual oil 
saturations. This assessment will then allow the user of 
these techniques to know what level of confidence can be 
placed in the resultant residual oil saturations.
CHAPTER II 
RESIDUAL OIL SATURATION DETERMINATION
Residual oil saturation (ROS) can be determined using 
the following techniques:
1. Volumetric and material balances
2. Core analysis
3. Well testing
4. Single well tracers
5. Wall logging
In this chapter each of the above techniques will be out­
lined. Included in each outline will be the assumptions 
that are required and an estimate of the overall accuracy 
of the technique.
Volumetric and Material Balances
The earliest techniques used to estimate ROS involve 
the combination of reservoir physical and fluid properties 
and production data. The approach used depends on the con­
fidence that can be associated with this data. When the 
reservoir is well described a simple volumetric estimate 
can be applied. Generally however there is some uncer­
tainty in the reservoir description, so the material
balance method must be used.
The volumetric method involves, as its name implies, 
the estimation of the actual reservoir volume. When this 
total volume is adjusted for porosity and water saturation 
what remains is the volume occupied by hydrocarbons. The 
general form of the volumetric equation is
N = 7758*A*h* (j) • C-l-Sw)/Boi 2.1
Where N is the original oil in place. This equation can be 
adjusted to calculate the amount of oil left in the reser­
voir at the end of the producing life. When no free gas 
phase is present equation 2.1 becomes
N = 7758* A* h* (})• Sor/Bor 2.2
Cole^shows that ROS can be calculated by making use of the 
fact that
Nr = N-Np 2.3
When equations 2.2 and 2.3 are combined and solved for ROS 
the resultant equation becomes
“ S = S "  - 7 75 8 - i ° h ^
The material balance equation can be used when there 
is some uncertainty in the reservoir volume. The material 
balance equation in its most general form is
Np{Bof(Rp-Rs)Bg} = NBoi 9-Boi)+_(%J!L:Rs)Bg ^
2 . 5
m + (We-Wp)Bw
The equation is solved for N, the original oil in place.
using the reservoir rock and fluid properties at some par­
ticular instant in its producing life. The solution 
requires that the average reservoir pressure must be known, 
as well as the reservoir production and fluid properties at 
that time. Other unknowns in the equation, such as water 
influx and gas cap size, can be determined by using the 
method of Havlena and Odeh.^^ Usually the equation is 
solved at several points over the reservoir's producing life 
and statistical techniques are used to smooth the data.
Both methods have one very serious drawback. Even if 
these approaches give accurate results of average R O S , they 
do not yield any qualitative or quantitative information as 
to the location of that saturation. An additional problem 
arises when average reservoir pressure is determined. That 
is, how representative is that pressure value? Another very
real problem is the effect of neglecting pore collapse which
12
results in optimistic estimations of ROS. Elkins has pre­
sented field examples of the use of these methods which show 
some of the very significant real world problems with these 
approaches. Wyman^^ has estimated that the uncertainty in 
ROS determined with these techniques is greater than +12 
saturation percent.
Core Analysis
Core analysis is the only direct method of deter-
25
mining in situ reservoir parameters. Murphy and Owens
have suggested that under certain conditions the ROS values
7
resulting from this kind of analysis may be very close to
12
the ROS in the formation. Elkins, however, has pointed 
out that usually the values for ROS determined this way are 
less than values determined by other methods.
There are at least four major problems that can lead 
to erroneous values of ROS caused by the coring process 
itself. They are:
1. The alteration of the rock wettability by con­
tact with the mud filtrate.
2. The release of overburden pressure which may 
alter porosity and permeability.
3. The flushing of the sample by mud filtrate.
4. The expulsion of the reservoir fluids from
the core as it is brought to the surface.
Each of these factors can be controlled or at least mini­
mized under certain conditions.
The drilling fluid used to cut the core plays a sig­
nificant part in two of the factors listed above. In order 
to prevent the altering of the wettability of the rock it is 
wise not to use surfactants or caustic materials in the mud. 
Unfortunately no matter what mud is selected the core will
undergo some flushing by the mud filtrate. The factors
25
which influence the severity of this invasion are :
1. The formation vertical permeability
2. Reservoir fluid properties
3. The overbalance pressure between the mud
8
column and the formation
4. The spurt loss of the mud
5. The rate of penetration by the bit
6 . The interfacial tension between the reservoir
and the mud filtrate
7. The core diameter
When the formation is not at residual oil saturation the oil 
will be flushed out of the core which will lead to a lower 
estimate of the oil in place. Even when the formation has 
been previously waterflooded and is at ROS it is still pos­
sible for the saturation to be reduced even further by high
viscous forces which again leads to erroneous results.
19Jenks et al found that the overbalance pressure was the 
major driving mechanism for flushing by the mud filtrate.
When the reservoir has been previously waterflooded 
and there is little or no gas in solution with the forma­
tion oil and the reservoir pressure is low the saturations 
determined by core analysis will be close to those in the 
formation. This is also the case when the reservoir con­
tains heavy oil; however as the reservoir pressure increases 
then it becomes necessary to somehow prevent the expulsion 
of the reservoir fluids by gas expansion. A core barrel 
developed by Carter Oil Company (Exxon Production Research)
in 1940 allows the recovery of a core under conditions of
3 7reservoir pressure. At the surface the core is frozen in
the barrel and then analyzed under controlled laboratory
conditions. A more complete description of this type of
21
operation may be found in the literature.
Additional uncertainty is introduced by the core 
analysis procedure itself. Fluid saturations are deter­
mined in several ways depending on which fluid, either oil 
or water, saturation is to be measured. Ward and Barnwell^^ 
list the major techniques for the determination of ROS.
They include vacuum distillation, distillation extraction, 
and high temperature retorting. Each of these techniques 
requires some knowledge of the reservoir oil type in order 
to make the appropriate empirical corrections.
As previously stated the values of ROS determined by 
core analysis tend to be the lowest values reported when 
several other techniques have been used. One exception to 
this trend is the case of heavy oil reservoirs where,
because of high oil viscosities, core saturations are very
47
close to saturations determined by other methods. Wyman 
has estimated the overall uncertainty in ROS determined by 
coring and core analysis to around +4 saturation percent at 
best when using pressure coring and potentially greater than 
+12 saturation percent when using regular coring procedures.
Well Testing
Well testing methods involving pressure transient 
analysis can be used to estimate fluid saturations in reser­
voirs. Earlougher^^ shows how pressure buildup, draw-down,
and interference testing can be used for estimation of ROS.
10
Two approaches can be used involving either single 
well or multi-well tests. Single well tests allow the 
determination of permeability which when used in conjunction 
with relative permeability data allow the determination of 
reservoir fluid saturations. Multiple well tests can be 
used to determine the system compressibility from which 
fluid saturations can be inferred.
For saturation estimation the single well tests of 
interest are either buildups or drawdowns. The data gath­
ered from these tests are plotted using the methods of
18 23Horner or Miller-Dyes-Hutchinson. The effective per­
meability to oil can be estimated from
-162.6qoB op
k = --------- r---^ 2.6
o mb
in the case of a pressure buildup test. The relative per­
meability to oil can be determined using
where k is known f rom core analysis. Using relat ive per-
meability curves al so determined from core analys is the oil
s aturati on can be estimated. Earlougher^^ shows an ex amp le
calculation of th is type. This type of analysis is only
valid when there is no free gas phase present in the influ-
ence region of the test.
Earlougher^^ also shows how type curve matching of 
multiple well interference tests can be used to determine 
fluid saturations. The field data is plotted for type curve
11
l i
i l l
i
Id /fD
FIGURE I. Interference Testing Type Curv|j
(after Earlougher )
matching. The effective permeability of oil can be calcu­
lated from
141. 2<1oBovIq (Ap)m 
^o 5 APm
where 2.8
(Ap)m
APm
is obtained from a matching of the field data plot to an 
exponential integral function type curve for interference 
testing shown in Figure I. The total system compressibility 
can be estimated from
c = 0. 0002637(k/u)f- ^^m
(p r^ Tt^TF^ '^ Tra
where 2 .9
is also obtained from the type curve match. From this oil
saturation can be estimated from
c^-c -c _
So = —      2. 10
=o-Cw
3 1The reader should see Ramey for an example of this pro­
cedure .
Both of these techniques have been field tested with 
poor results. The major problems include the sensitivity of 
the calculated saturations to the method of averaging core 
properties for single well tests and the lack of definition 
of total compressibility at low reservoir pressures for
13
12
multi-well tests. In addition, problems arise from the 
assumptions which are required for these methods to be 
valid. They include the following:
1. The reservoir must be horizontal, homogenous, 
and isotropic with small constant total com­
pressibility.
2. Wells being tested must be stabilized before 
actual testing starts and must not be influ­
enced by other wells or reservoir boundaries.
3. All fluid saturations are uniform and no oil/ 
water or gas/oil contacts exist.
4. The fluid properties and relative permeabili­
ties are constant throughout the region of 
the test.
Wyman^^ has estimated that an overall uncertainty of 
greater than ±12 saturation percent exists in ROS determi­
nations made using these techniques.
Single Well Tracer Tests
In a single well tracer test a tracer bank is in­
jected into the reservoir to some desired depth of investi­
gation. The flow is then stopped long enough for a second­
ary tracer to form by a chemical reaction. The well is 
then produced and the fluids are analyzed to determine the 
arrival times and quantities of the primary and secondary 
tracers. The value of ROS is determined using the arrival
14
time data and a computer simulator. This procedure is
g
described by Deans.
9
Deans and Mojoros showed that the interstitial 
velocity of tracer molecules flowing through two immiscible 
phases in a porous media could be expressed as
v-2f±|p
and
6 =  2-12
This describes a general chromatographic effect. The equi­
librium distribution coefficient
^ ( CÏ j equilibrium 
assumes that the tracer is in local equilibrium between the 
two phases even though the respective velocities of v^ and 
V q are different. When the oil saturation is at residual 
conditions then equation 2.11 becomes
^ " llfi 2.14
The simulation model with which the ROS value is 
determined is based on the effects of the chromatographic 
retardation of the primary and secondary tracers. In addi-
9
tion the model includes the effects of:
1. local accumulation of tracer i distributed 
between brine and oil,
2. Flow of the tracer away from and back to the 
well bore,
15
3. Dispersion,
4. Chemical--reactions which change some of the
primary tracer to secondary tracer, and
5. Fluid drift in the formation.
The most recent models^ will also Include the effects of 
reservoir stratification when necessary.
The chemical used for the tracer must meet the fol-
g
lowing requirements outlined by Deans.
1. The primary tracer must be quantitatively 
distinguishable from normal reservoir compo­
nents .
2. The tracer should be inexpensive, safe, and 
readily available.
3. The distribution coefficient should be in the 
range of 2-10.
4. It must not be absorbed by the reservoir rock.
5. It must react in the reservoir fluid at reser­
voir temperature to form a stable product.
6. The product formed should not normally be 
present in the reservoir fluids and its dis­
tribution coefficient should be different 
from the primary tracer.
Ethyl acetate is the tracer most commonly used. The ethyl 
acetate reacts in water to form ethanol and acetic acid. 
Both ethyl acetate and ethanol can be measured in concen­
trations as low as 0.001 percent by standard techniques.
16
12
Elkins points out that there are two very real 
problems with single well tracer tests. They are the 
effects of variations of rock properties and oil saturations 
in the formation and the effects of brine injection on the 
dissolved gas content of the residual oil. Field tests have 
shown that the oil saturation values measured tend to be 
from the layers of lowest ROS,^ when the reservoir has per­
meability stratifications. Wyman^^ has estimated that this 
method yields values of ROS to within ±8 saturation percent.
Logging Methods
Logging techniques have been used in the oil indus­
try for many years to determine hydrocarbon saturations in 
old and new wells in both open and cased wellbores. Logging 
devices do not measure oil saturations directly but rather 
secondary properties of the reservoir which can be related 
to porosity and water saturation. While standard logging 
procedures may not yield satisfactory values of ROS, the 
newer improved techniques described here should. New 
devices and interpretive techniques are being developed now 
to further improve the accuracy of ROS determination. The 
logging tools of primary interest for ROS determination are 
resistivity and pulsed neutron capture logs. Other devices 
such as carbon/oxygen, nuclear magnetism, and electromag­
netic propagation tools and their application to ROS deter­
mination are currently in developmental stages.
1 7
Resistivity Logs
The first tools developed for well logging were
resistivity logs. These tools can be run in open hole and
where the formation has been cased with a fiberglass sleeve.
The interpretation of these logs is based on Archie's equa- 
3
tion which is 
where
F = —  2.16
r
More complicated models have been proposed for formations
which contain significant amounts of clay minerals.
13Fertl analyzed the uncertainty encountered in this type 
of evaluation of formation saturation and found that satura­
tion exponent n , and cementation exponent m , were responsi­
ble for the largest uncertainty in ROS determined using 
this technique. These values are usually estimated based 
on the type of formation but can be determined from core 
analysis in order to reduce uncertainty. Even under optimum 
conditions ROS values calculated using resistivity devices 
will have uncertainties in excess of ±8 saturation per-
. 13cent.
A log-inject-log procedure has been proposed for 
resistivity logs.^^’^^ The technique involves the following 
steps :
1. Log the formation with a base resistivity log.
18
2. Remove the oil from the logging tool's radius 
of investigation using a chemical flood.
3. Resaturate the formation with formation 
brine.
4. Relog the formation with a resistivity log. 
Using this technique the value of ROS can be determined 
using
ROS = 1 - (Ro/Rt)^/* 2.17
The advantage of this procedure is that a large portion of
the reservoir is sampled and the need for a determination
13
of porosity has been eliminated. Fertl showed that ROS 
could be determined to within ±4 saturation percent using 
this method.
There are some problems with resistivity log-inject- 
log procedures however. This method can not distinguish 
between gas and oil in the formation. In addition values 
of the saturation exponent n must be obtained for the entire 
formation from core analysis at in situ conditions. Since 
the effects of shale have not been studied additional work 
from core samples of the formation might be necessary to 
obtain cation exchange capacity information. This data is 
required for the more complex interpretation models for 
these logs.
Pulsed Neutron Capture Logs
Pulsed neutron capture logs can be used to determine
ROS in both open and cased boreholes. There are presently
19
two commercial systems available to the industry. A 
description of these tools and their theoretical basis is 
included as Chapter III of this work. These tools were 
originally designed for high porosity formations which 
contained high salinity formation water.
The pulsed neutron capture log measures the total or 
bulk capture cross section of the formation being logged.
The overall response in a shale free reservoir is due to 
the contributions of the reservoir rock and fluids and can 
be expressed as
Zt = Zma(l-(f)) + ZwSwcJ) + Ehc(l-Sw)cj) 2.18
Rearranging and solving for ROS yields
«OS - 1 - SW . 1 _ 2.1,
The values for the input parameters can be found using 
chemical composition data, nomograms provided by the ser­
vice c o m p a n i e s o r  in the case of injection fluids 
measured in special tanks at the surface prior to injec­
tion.
49Youmans et al developed a waterflood log-inject- 
log process which should reduce the uncertainty in ROS 
determined by pulsed neutron capture logs. Using this 
method the uncertainties associated with the matrix and 
hydrocarbon capture cross sections could be eliminated.
This approach involves logging the formation which results 
in
Zti = Zma(l-(J>) + ZwiSw# + ZhcSocj) 2.20
20
Then a water of contrasting salinity is injected and the 
formation is relogged which yields
T . t z = Zma(l-#) + EwgSw# + ZhcSo^ 2.21
Solving Equations 2.20 and 2.21 simultaneously for ROS 
results in
ROS = 1 - Sw = 1 - V 2.22
(p (  6  W 2 ^  W 2 )
There are several assumptions which must be satisfied for 
this method to work. They are:
1. No free gas is present.
2. The formation is at residual oil saturation.
3. There is no change in oil saturation due to 
the injection of fluid.
4. There is no shrinkage of the reservoir oil.
5. The injection profile is radially complete 
and uniform.
6. The bottom hole injection pressure is below 
the formation factor pressure.
7. No significant shale volume is present.
This approach was attempted in a reservoir in South Louisi-
32
ana and the data makes up part of this study.
A second method, the chemical flood technique, has
also been proposed. It involves the following steps as out-
32
lined by Richardson et al:
1. Run a pulsed neutron capture log with reser­
voir oil and water near the wellbore.
2. Using chemical flooding techniques remove all
21
the oil from the formation near the well bore 
within the depth of investigation of the tool.
3. Inject formation water to resaturate the forma­
tion to 100 percent water saturation.
4. Relog the formation.
This results in two simultaneous equations
Stj = Zma(l-^) + EwSw(j) + Zhc (1-Sw) (J) 2.23
and
Z t 2 -  EmaCl-cj)) + Ew<J) 2.24
Solving for ROS results in
2 . 2 5
This technique has only been reported once in the literature
and was apparently unsuccessful because of imcomplete dis­
placement .
Even using these improved techniques there is still
3 3
some uncertainty in the resultant values of ROS. Robinson 
did experimental work with an improved pulsed neutron tool 
in order to further reduce the uncertainty in the measure­
ments of ROS. By making stationary readings with a tool 
whose source and detector spacings were increased to 80 cm. 
it was found that the water occupied pore volume could be 
determined by a waterflood log-inject-log procedure which 
results in
A = 2.26
w
ROS can be determined by
22
ROS = 1 - 2.27
4>
The field data which was taken during the test of this
technique is included in this study.
Pulsed neutron capture logs have the advantage of
being available for both open and cased hold determination
of ROS. While Wyman^^ has indicated that these tools offer
an excellent method for ROS determination, Richardson et 
32al found that at very low values of ROS the uncertainty 
associated with a conventional water saturation determina­
tion from pulsed neutron logs was too high to make it use­
ful as a decision making parameter for tertiary oil recov­
ery projects. Conventional applications of pulsed neutron 
logs were felt to be useful however in situations where the 
ROS value was on the order of magnitude of 60 saturation 
percent or higher. They also indicated that the expected 
accuracy of log-inject-log techniques using pulsed neutron 
tools would be in the ±5 saturation percent range.
New Developments in Logging
Early attempts at ROS determination using 4kc.
carbon/oxygen logs were disappointing. This tool is a
pulsed neutron device which is unaffected by changes in
formation water salinity and reservoir shalincss. A recent 
2 8field test has shown that with both the new 20kc. tools 
which are now available and improved understanding of the 
tools' responses we can ultimately expect accurate measure-
23
merits of ROS.
Nuclear magnetism logs have been available since
1960. While nuclear magnetism logs are still not a standard
logging technique they have applications in the area of ROS
determination. The procedure must be run in open holes of
large diameters which have been drilled with special mud
systems. The drawbacks of this technique are that the
tools' depth of investigation is extremely shallow and the
48
well bore data requires special processing. In addition 
the special mud systems that are required may preclude the 
use of other logging techniques for ROS measurement. More 
work is necessary before an assessment of the accuracy of 
this technique can be made.
Electromagnetic propagation or dielectric constant
27
logging for ROS determination has also been field tested.
It was reported that the accuracy of the reported values 
was limited by three factors which are listed below:
1. A lack of a unique model relating log
response to saturations.
2. The uncertainty in porosity.
3. The uncertainty about electromagnetic prop­
erties of the rock matrix.
In addition there were problems with log repeatability and
inaccuracy due to uneven hole diameters. Obviously much
work remains to be done before use of this technique can 
become widespread.
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CHAPTER III 
PULSED NEUTRON CAPTURE LOGS
The theoretical and experimental work which lead to
the development of pulsed neutron capture logs was done both
in the United States and Soviet Union. The first practical
49
logging instrument was described by Youmans et al in 
1963. The first tools employed a neutron source and one 
detector. Present tools employ two detectors but the basic 
principles of interpretation are the same.
The basic cycle of operation of this type of log is 
shown in Figure II. The electromechanical neutron source 
is activated for a short period which produces a short 
pulse of 14 mev neutrons. During the quiescent period the 
detectors measure the exponential decay of those neutrons 
and the associated neutron induced radiation as the neu­
trons are captured by the materials in the wellbore and 
formation. The capture cross section of the formation is 
determined from the count rates taken during two gates on 
the short spaced detector which is depicted in Figure II.
By employing a second detector the formation porosity can 
be determined from the ratio of the counts from an early
25
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FIGURE II. Old Dual Neutron Lifetime Log Operation Cycle
(after Serpas et al
2 6
gate on the short space detector and the total count rate 
on the long space detector. This second detector is also 
used for interpretation in zones which are gas filled. At 
the present time two tools of this type are available, the 
Dresser Atlas Dual Neutron Lifetime Log and the Schlumberger 
Thermal Decay Time Log. Both of these tools operate on the 
same basic principles; however, there is a slight difference 
in the gating of the detectors which will be described 
later.
Pulsed neutron capture logs measure the macroscopic 
capture cross section Z ^  of the formation being logged. In 
order to derive the interpretation relationships for these 
logs it is first necessary to define the term "neutron life­
time". Neutron lifetime L is simply the time required for 
the total number of thermal neutrons existing at any 
instant in some medium to fall to half. This concept is 
similar to the half life of a radioactive element. The 
number of neutrons captured per unit time is proportional 
to the number of neutrons present. In the case of a homo­
geneous medium the number of neutrons present at any time is
Ng = N ^ e ' ^ V ^  3.1
The velocity of the thermal neutrons is 2200m/sec. Equa­
tion 3.1 can be evaluated using the concept of neutron life­
time where T=L and N 2 /N j=0.5 which results in
27
where L has units of microseconds and Z h a s  the units of 
10 ^cm  ^ which is the standard capture unit.
The slope of the neutron decay curve must be known in 
order to determine As previously stated, count rates
are determined at two different gates with the short spaced 
detector. The first gate is opened after the effects of the 
borehole, casing, and cement have disappeared. This is 
usually after about 400 microseconds. Counts are recorded 
for 200 microseconds. The second gate is open for 200 
microseconds starting at the 700 microsecond mark in the 
cycle. The value of Z ^  can be determined from
: - ^  1°: I t
where Ni and the count rates at gates one and two
respectively. Since AT is usually equal to 300 micro­
seconds, equation 3.3 reduces to
Z = 35 log ^  3.4
N 2
The pulsed neutron capture log interpretation equa­
tion is based on the assumption that the bulk capture cross 
section Z ^ , measured by the tool, is made up of the contri­
butions from each of the formation constituents. This can 
be expressed as
Z^ = Z iV 1 + Z2V 2 + .......  + ZnVn 3.5
For the case of a hydrocarbon bearing formation this 
becomes
Z ^  = Zma(l— (})) + ZwSw# + Zhc(I-Sw)tj) 3.6
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When the formation contains shale the additional shale 
volume and resulting porosity reduction must be included 
which results in
Z^ = (l-^-Vsh)Zma + VshZsh + Sw^^Zw + ( 1-Sw) (J)^ Zhc 3.7
where (j)^ is the effective porosity which can be expressed 
as
(|)^ = • Vsh 3. 8
These devices have a 13 to 19 inch radius of investi­
gation in normal boreholes. The borehole fluid, casing, and 
hole size do not adversely affect the Z^ value but can have 
adverse effects on porosities determined with this tool. 
Normal bed resolution is on the order of 3.5 feet at normal 
logging speeds.
Many uses have been proposed for pulsed neutron 
capture logs. Besides normal water saturation determina­
tion, these logs can be used for reservoir monitoring and 
residual oil saturation determination. Reservoir moni­
toring includes the determination of change in either water 
saturation or hydrocarbon properties over time. These logs 
have been used in open and cased holes as well as in drill 
pipe with good results.
While the interpretive equations are valid for both
logging tools, the actual Z^ determination is different.
The previous section described the operation of the earliest
Dual Neutron Lifetime log which was used to obtain much of
the field data used in this study. A more advanced pro­
29
cessing technique allows E.. to be determined with less sta-
30tistical variation. Randall et al have shown that by 
determining a first pass E^ from a gate opened from 400 to 
1000 microseconds, an improved value of E^ can be derived 
from a second gate of fixed width. It has been demon­
strated that borehole effects have disappeared by 400 micro­
seconds and exponential neutron decay has begun. When the 
formation has a very high E value, the borehole effects may 
disappear as early as 200 microseconds. By shifting the 
second fixed width gate so that it opens at an earlier time, 
a more accurate value of E^ can be obtained since the count 
rate statistics are improved by determining the value when 
the counts are more frequent. This improvement is due to 
the fact that background radiation becomes more pronounced 
during the late time portion of the neutron decay curve.
The fixed width gate has a duration of 600 microseconds and 
starts anywhere from 200 to 400 microseconds into the cycle. 
The start time can be expressed as
T = 600 - 10.OE 3.9
where E is the first pass value. The gate can not open 
before 200 microseconds. This improved E^ determination
results in better log repeatability and has now replaced
30
the older techniques for E^ determination.
The Thermal Decay Time Log uses a sliding gate
arrangement to determine E ^ . The amount of time that the
neutron source is on and the gates are open is varied using
30
a feedback system. A more complete description of the pro-
41
cedure is contained in Wahl et al. Using this type of
system requires corrections for borehole conditions and
neutron diffusion. The available borehole corrections have
been found to be inadequate which limits the accuracy of the
25
Thermal Decay Time log.
The accuracy of the Dual Neutron Lifetime log has 
also been q u e s t i o n e d . W i c h m a n n ^ ^ ’ has done test pit and 
tank experiments which have shown that under the test condi­
tions accurate Z ^  values were obtained without borehole and
diffusion corrections. The new time derived sigma technique
30 4
should further improve the accuracy of this device. Bond
has suggested that an independent log calibration and test 
facility be set up to examine the precision of both types of 
pulsed neutron capture logs.
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CHAPTER IV 
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
When precise values are known for each parameter 
involved in any one of the equations presented for ROS 
determination, then a single precise value of ROS can be 
calculated. Unfortunately there is some uncertainty asso­
ciated with each of the required parameters in all of the 
equations which have been presented. The uncertainty 
results from two sources. The first is the fact that some 
of the parameters are measured and there is always some un­
certainty in the measurement process. The second aspect of 
the uncertainty is a result of the problem which arises
when reservoir parameters are not known precisely and must
42
be estimated. Walstrom et al presented a method for 
determining the value of a function when there is uncer­
tainty in the input parameters. This method is called 
Monte Carlo simulation.
In a Monte Carlo simulation a mathematical model is 
developed which describes the process or operation of 
interest. The model is then used to perform a number of 
repeated experiments or trials. For each trial the input
32
parameters are sampled from their respective probability 
distributions in some random fashion. The experiment is 
performed and the trial results are analyzed using statis­
tical techniques- This approach is used regularly in the 
petroleum industry to evaluate the economic attractiveness
of exploration prospects, workovers, and secondary or ter-
_ 2,22,39tiary recovery projects. ’
Probability distributions can be used to express the
uncertainty in some parameter of interest. Although many
1 2 2
distribution functions have been proposed, ’ this study 
will use uniform and triangular distributions for variable 
uncertainty. The particular distribution chosen should
reflect the accuracy with which the parameter is known or
- 22 unders tood.
The uniform distribution is chosen when a parameter 
is confined between some upper and lower limit. Every value 
of the parameter between those limits has an equally likely 
probability of occurring. Figure III shows a uniform proba­
bility density function and its associated cumulative proba-
2 2bility function. McCray showed that the cumulative proba­
bility of a parameter X is given by
X-X.
F(X) = X 1
By replacing F(X) with a uniformly distributed random number 
R then solving for X the equation becomes
X = X% + R(X^-X%) 4.2
Pro b o fa i l i ly  d e n s i t y
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FIGURE III. Uniform Distribution and Random Value Selection
22x(after McCray )
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FIGURE IV. Triangular Distribution and Random Value Selection 22,
(after McCray )
The triangular distribution is used when a parameter 
has an upper and lower bound as well as a most likely value. 
Figure IV shows the probability density function for a tri­
angular distribution as well as the cumulative probability
22
function. McCray showed that the cumulative probability
of X is given by
when X^<X<X^ and
when X^<X<X^. By replacing F(X) with a uniformly distri­
buted random number R and solving for X the equations become
X - 4.5
when R< { ( X^-Xj^ ) / (X^-Xj^) } and
When R>{(X^-X^)/(X^-X%)}.
In order to study the uncertainty inherent in ROS 
determined by pulsed neutron capture logs a Monte Carlo 
simulation model was developed for each of the three fol­
lowing cases :
1. Conventional Water Saturation Determination
ROS - 1 - Sw . i - 2.19
(()(Zw-Shc)
2. Waterflood Log-inject-Log
ROS - 1 - sw . 1 - 2.22
3. Improved Waterflood Log-inject-Log
ROS = 1 - 2.27" (p
A chemical flood log-inject-log model was also developed but
the available field data was not of sufficient quality to
25give representative results. A sample model program is
included as Appendix A.
Each simulation run consisted of 20,000 repeated 
trials. The number of trials was decided upon using a tech­
nique proposed by Canada and White.^ The number of simula­
tion trials is increased until the average value calculated 
approaches some nearly constant value. Figure V shows how 
this method works.
In order to test the validity of the general algo­
rithm upon which each model is based, another simulation 
equation was used. Walstrom et al^^ presented several 
examples, of which one was a water saturation determination 
using Archie's equation. The model equation becomes
\ /
where
0.62
F =
Using the data presented in the paper a simulation run was
 Permissible
 range of e rror
Approximate number 
% of trials required
Number of trials
FIGURE V. Monte Carlo Algorithm Trials Optimization
(after Canada and White^)
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H
Walstrom et al
WATER SATURATION (%)
FIGURE VI. Monte Carlo Algorithm Comprarison
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made. The results of that run are presented in Figure VI.
It can be seen that the present algorithm yields results
42similar to those presented by Walstrom et al.
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CHAPTER V 
MODEL APPLICATION AND RESULTS
The Monte Carlo models developed in the previous
chapter were used to simulate the field test data available
32
in the literature. Richardson et al presented data for
both the conventional water saturation determination and the
waterflood log-inject-log technique using pulsed neutron
capture logs. These data are presented as Tables I and II
3 3respectively. Robinson published data from a test of the 
waterflood log-inject-log procedure using an improved pulsed 
neutron capture log. These data are shown in Table III.
The values of each parameter and its associated 
uncertainty were determined in one of two ways— either by 
measurement or by estimation. When a parameter was measured 
in the field, its value was determined by multiple measure­
ments. For example, in the conventional pulsed neutron
32
application reported by Richardson et al the value of Z^
was determined from ten repeat passes of the logging tool
over each zone. From these multiple measurements it is 
possible to obtain a mean value along with an associated
standard deviation. If it is assumed that the parameter
39
•Table I
Conventional Water Saturation Determination
Field Data*
Interval Parameter
Zone A
ma
w
Zone 3
'HC
ma
w
'HC
Best Estimate
21.6 c.u .
11.9 c .u .
8 7.0 c .u .
20.5 c .u . 
0.29 p .V .
2 8.3 c .u .
11.9 c .u . 
87.0 c .u.
20.5 c .u . 
0.29 p.v.
Uncertainty
±1.79 c.u. 
±8.19 c.u. 
±2.00 c.u. 
±0.50 c.u. 
±0.02 p.v.
±2.35 c.u. 
±8.19 c.u. 
±2.00 c.u. 
±0.50 c.u. 
±0.02 p.v.
* After Richardson et al 
c.u. - capture unit 
p.v. - pore volume
32
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Table II 
Waterflood Log-Inject-Log 
Field Data*
Interval Parameter Best Estimate Uncertainty
Zone 1 2 17.822 c.u. ±0.593 c.u.
 ^1
2 29.535 c.u. ±2.871 c.u.
2^ 42.500 c.u. ±1.313 c.u.
2„ 99.500 c.u. ±3.075 c.u.
w 2
0.25 p.v. ±0.01 p.v.
Zone 2 2 18.824 c.u. ±0.649 c.u.
2 32.204 c.u. ±4.178 c.u.
^2
2., 42.500 c.u. ±1.313 c.u.
2., 99.500 c.u. ±3.075 c.u.
W2
0.27 p.v. ±0.01 p.v.
Zone 3 2. 18.824 c.u. ±0.667 c.u.
2. 32.222 c.u. ±4.175 c.u.
2^ , 42.500 c.u. ±1.313 c.u.
Wi
2„ 99.500 c.u. ±3.075 c.u.
Wa
0.27 p.v. ±0.01 p.v.
32
* After Richardson et al
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Table III
Improved Waterflood Log-inject-Log
Field Data'
Interval Parameter
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
'W,
'W,
'W,
"W.
'W,
* After Robinson
33
Best Estimate
18.070 c.u.
2 7.966 c.u.
31.532 c.u.
73.387 c.u. 
0.325 p.v.
16.908 c.u.
2 6.639 c.u.
31.532 c.u.
73.387 c.u. 
0.325 p.v.
16.588 c.u.
2 8.580 c.u.
31.532 c.u.
73.387 c.u. 
0.325 p.v.
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Uncertainty
±0.439 c.u. 
±0.739 c.u. 
±0.936 c.u. 
±2.172 c.u. 
±0.020 p.v.
±0.615 c.u. 
±0.717 c.u. 
±0.9 36 c.u. 
±2.172 c.u. 
±0.020 p.v.
±0.538 c.u. 
±0. 825 c.u. 
±0.936 c.u. 
±2.172 c.u. 
±0.020 p.v.
has a normal distribution, then the end points of the 
parameter's range of values can be obtained by adding to 
and subtracting from the mean a value which is 3.09 times 
the standard deviation.
The value of a parameter may be estimated when it is 
not possible to measure it directly. When a parameter's 
value is estimated, it is either based on field experience 
or it is estimated through the use of generalized correla­
tions. In either case the actual end points of the param­
eter's range are also determined by the person making the
estimation. The values of E and E. were determined inw he
3 2this manner by Richardson et al.
The distribution function chosen to model the
uncertainty in a parameter should reflect the accuracy by
2 2which the parameter is known. The triangular distribution 
is used when a parameter has some central tendency in its 
range, as is the case in a normal distribution. The appli­
cation of the triangular distribution is appropriate when 
a parameter has been determined by repeated measurements.
The uniform distribution, on the other hand, reflects less 
confidence in a parameter's value. The uniform distribution 
is used when a parameter's value has been estimated.
For each set of data from the field tests two model 
runs were made. These two runs were called the best and 
worst cases. The best case model run was made using the 
assumption that each parameter's uncertainty could be
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modeled by a triangular distribution. The worst case model 
was run using the uniform distribution to model the uncer­
tainty in each parameter. When only the modeling parameters 
are considered, the actual uncertainty in ROS lies somewhere 
between the best and worst case uncertainties.
The total uncertainty in ROS may not be due to 
parameter uncertainty alone. The interpretive equations 
developed in Chapter III have some simplifying assumptions 
incorporated into them which may or may not be true depend­
ing on the particular field test. When the assumptions 
required for the interpretive equations are not true, the 
uncertainty may actually be higher than the worst case model 
indicates.
The uncertainties in ROS reported in this study are 
based on confidence intervals determined from the frequency 
distribution generated by the Monte Carlo models. The 
uncertainties are reported at one, five, and ten percent 
levels of significance. These are standard confidence 
levels for reporting statistical test data. In several of 
the field tests it is possible for certain combinations of 
parameter values to result in negative values of ROS which 
are physically meaningless. When a negative value of ROS 
was calculated, the model set the value to zero. Because 
of the problem of negative ROS values, the construction of 
regular confidence intervals was not possible. The confi­
dence intervals reported in this study are based on the
44
upper portion of the cumulative frequency distribution. For 
this approach to be valid, the cumulative frequency distri­
bution must be symmetrical about the mean. When the distri­
bution is not symmetrical the confidence intervals are only 
approximations for the lower portion of the cumulative 
frequency distribution.
In this study the uncertainty in each parameter was 
assumed to be independent from the uncertainty in every 
other parameter. For the most part this is a fairly good 
assumption, but there are cases where it may not be true. 
This might be the case when the same logging tool is used 
to measure multiple parameters, as in a waterflood log- 
inject-log test. If the tool is not properly calibrated 
each time a new parameter is measured, the error terms for 
each parameter might actually be related and should be 
treated as such in the modeling process.
Conventional Water Saturation Determination
The determination of water saturation using pulsed 
neutron capture logs involves five parameters of which only 
one is measured directly. The bulk sigma is measured by 
the logging instrument while the matrix, water, and hydro­
carbon capture cross sections must be determined from 
samples analyzed at the surface, from adjacent formations, 
or through the use of published correlations. Porosity 
must be known from an independent source either by core
45
analysis or porosity logs or from both. Table IV shows the 
contributions of each parameter to the uncertainty of an ROS 
determination using this method in two different zones. To 
determine tdtis contribution an end point analysis was per­
formed for each parameter. This was done by setting all the 
parameters to their mean values with the exception of one.
The modeling equation was then evaluated at the minimum and 
maximum values for the parameter of interest. This deter­
mined the range of uncertainty for that parameter. This 
process was repeated until all the parameters in the modeling 
equation had been investigated.
The largest contributors to the uncertainty in ROS are
the matrix capture cross section S and the true or bulkma
capture cross section The matrix cross section is the
value least likely to be known. Typically a value is deter­
mined in an adjacent water zone using the logging tool and
that value is then assumed to be the correct value for the
3 2zone of interest. For this to be true each formation must
have the same rock composition which is rarely the case.
The true or bulk capture cross section of the formation is 
the only parameter whose range can be narrowed. This is 
done by making multiple passes with the logging tool over 
the formation of interest and then averaging the results.
The total uncertainty in an ROS measurement of this 
type is shown in Table V. Zone A has a fairly high value 
of ROS. The total uncertainty in this zone is ±29.6 and
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Table IV
Conventional Water Saturation Determination
Interval Parameter Contribution to Uncertainty
Zone A
ma
w
'HC
±0.094 
±0.316 
± 0.011 
±0.005 
±0.035
Zone B
ma
w
HC
± 0.122 
±0.316 
± 0.022 
± 0.002 
±0.059
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Table V
Total Uncertainty
Conventional Water Saturation Determination
Interval ROS Uncertainty in ROS
Zone A
Zone B
Ri ch ards on 0. 63 ± 0 .1 1 0*
Best Case 
10%
5%
1%
0.627
0.627
0.627
±0.214
±0.244
±0.296
Worst Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.627
0.627
0.627
±0.286
±0.317
±0.356
Richardson 0.28 ±0 . 120*
Best Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.280
0.280
0.280
± 0.220 
±0.255 
±0.313
Worst Case 
10%
5%
1%
0.284
0.284
0.284
±0.299
±0.336
±0.386
*at one standard deviation
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±35.6 saturation percent for the best and worst cases
respectively at a confidence level of one percent. The
value of ROS is much lower in Zone B. The corresponding
uncertainties at a confidence level of one percent are
higher at ±31.3 and ±38.6 saturation percent for the best
and worst cases. Also shown in Table V are the uncertain-
3 2
ties in ROS published by Richardson et al. These uncer­
tainties were reported at a confidence level of one standard 
deviation and are similar to modeled results at the same
level of significance. The values of uncertainty reported
32
by Richardson et al were determined using a normal distri­
bution for the variables in an unpublished analytical 
*
solution.
Waterflood Log-In.j ect-Log
This procedure was originally proposed as a test for
new reservoirs to determine the ultimate saturation change
49in a reservoir over its producing life. It has been noted
that by eliminating both the matrix and hydrocarbon capture 
cross sections the total uncertainty in the measurement of 
ROS could be lowered. This method still requires that the 
water capture cross sections be known either by measurement 
or by calculation. Porosity also must be known from an 
independent source. Multiple repeat logs will reduce the 
uncertainties of the true capture cross section .
Personal communication, J. R. Jordan, December, 1981
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The uncertainty contributions of the various para­
meters are shown in Table VI. In each zone the largest 
contributions to the uncertainty are due to the measured
true formation capture cross sections of both and
1 1 t 2
followed by porosity, (f). In all of the zones the uncer­
tainty contribution to porosity is lower than would realis­
tically be expected due to the small porosity error proposed
3 2 2 7
by Richardson et al. Neuman showed that uncertainties
in porosity are easily two percent pore volume or higher
depending on the measurement technique.
The uncertainty in ROS measured by this process is
shown in Table VII. The uncertainties calculated in this
study are again higher that the previously reported values.
This again is due to the unusual confidence interval used
3 2by Richardson et al. The reduction in the porosity error 
coupled with the method of reporting the uncertainty combine 
to make tbia technique appear to be more accurate than it 
actually is. While the Monte Carlo model yields similar 
results at the same confidence interval, the present results 
are more indicative of the actual uncertainties associated 
with this type of test. It should also be noted that for 
some cases this field data yields values of ROS below zero 
(see Appendix B ) . Depending on which zone and case, the 
probability of this occurring could be as high as 25 percent 
and as low as 1 percent.
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Table VI 
Waterflood Log-Inject-Log 
Interval Parameter Contribution to Uncertainty
Zone 1 ±0.042
± 0.201
t2
±0.006Wi
Z, , ±0.014Wz
(|) ±0.033
Zone 2 Z ,  ±0.042
1 1
Z^ ±0.272
t z
±0.006
W:
Z,, ±0.015
W 2
^ ±0.032
Zone 3 E . ±0.044
tj
Z, ±0.271
t2
Z„ ±0.007
W i
Z„ ±0.015
W 2
d) ±0.032
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Zone 1
Zone 2
Table VII
Total Uncertainty
Waterflood Log-inject-Log
Interval ROS Uncertainty in ROS
Richardson 0. 180 ±0.080*
Best Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.177 
0. 177 
0. 177
±0.142 
±0. 163 
±0.194
Worst Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.178
0.178
0.178
±0.187 
±0.205 
±0.233
Richardson 0.140 0. 090*
Best Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.136 
0.136 
0. 136
±0.182 
±0.209 
±0.249
Worst Case 
10%
5%
1%
0.148 
0. 148 
0.148
±0.230
±0.251
±0.281
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Table VII (continued)
Interval ROS Uncertainty in ROS
Zone 3
Richardson 0. 15 ± 0 .1 0 0*
Best Case 
10%
5%
1%
0. 135 
0. 135 
0. 135
±0. 182 
±0.209 
±0.249
Worst Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.147 
0. 147 
0. 147
±0.230
±0.251
±0.281
*at one standard deviation
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Improved Waterflood Log--In.i ect-Log 
33Robinson devised an improved pulsed neutron device 
to measure ROS. The process involves the measurement of 
apparent neutron lifetimes in a fashion similar to that of 
a regular log-inject-log process. The apparent improvement 
in this technique is due to an increased spacing between the 
source and detector coupled with stationary measurements.
Examination of Table VIII shows that this improved 
technique has reduced the uncertainty contribution of both 
logging passes but porosity now becomes a major contributor. 
The total uncertainties for these zones are shown in Table 
IX. The reason for the large difference between the pub­
lished data and the model results is due to the treatment
3 3of parameter uncertainty. Robinson performed an end point 
analysis in which he neglected the uncertainty associated 
with porosity.
The effects of decreasing porosity are shown in Table 
X for the waterflood log-inject-log processes. While the 
data are clustered there is still a trend toward increasing 
uncertainty as porosity decreases. The conclusion can be 
made that these tools are best suited to high porosity 
environments.
Summary
The model results show that the uncertainties in ROS 
determined using pulsed neutron devices are much higher than
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Table VIII
Improved Waterflood Log-inject-Log
Interval Parame ter Contribution to Uncertainty
Zone 1
'W
'W
±0.032 
±0.054 
±0.016 
±0.038 
±0.045
Zone 2
'W.
w.
±0.045
±0.053
±0.016
±0.037
±0.044
Zone 3
W,
'W.
±0.040 
±0.061 
±0.039 
±0.046 
±0.055
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Table IX
Total Uncertainty
Improved Waterflood Log-inject-Log
Interval ROS Uncertainty in ROS
Zone 1
Robinson 0.274 ±0.025
Best Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0,27
0.27
0.27
±0.058
±0.067
±0.086
Worst Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.271
0.271
0.271
±0.081
±0.094
±0.116
Zone 2 Rob ins on 0.286 ±0.026
Best Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.284
0.284
0.284
±0.061 
±0.071 
±0.09 1
Worst Case 
10%
5%
1%
0. 283 
0. 283 
0.283
±0.085
±0.099
± 0.122
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Table IX Ccontinued)
Interval ROS Uncertainty in ROS
Zone 3
Rob ins on 0 . 12 ±0.028
Best Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0.117
0.117
0.117
±0.068
±0.080
± 0 . 1 0 1
Worst Case 
1 0%
5%
1%
0. 117 
0. 117 
0.117
±0.095
± 0.110
±0.137
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Table X
Effects of Porosity Reduction 
Improved Waterflood Log-Inject-Log 
Porosity Uncertainty in Porosity Uncertainty in ROS*
0., 345 ±0., 02 0., 101
0., 325 ± 0., 02 0., 108
0. 305 ± 0., 02 0. 116
*at one percent level of significance
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previously published. The models of this study have only
examined the uncertainty associated with the input parameter
40uncertainty. Smith and Stieber point out that additional
uncertainty is associated with the log-inject-log process 
itself. Additional factors which can increase uncertainty 
are :
1. Incomplete displacement of the injected
fluids.
2. Stripping of the residual oil.
3. Shrinkage of the residual oil.
When these factors are considered the uncertainty in this 
technique certainly increases. The uncertainty values 
reported in this study can be looked on as lower limits of 
the uncertainties in ROS measurements of this type.
The implications of these results are very signifi­
cant. While it is well known that enhanced oil recovery 
projects are very expensive and risky ventures, the risk 
is even greater than previously thought. This additional 
risk must be incorporated into the overall project analysis 
before a commercial venture decision can be made for an 
enhanced oil recovery project.
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study a consistent methodology has been used 
to determine the uncertainty associated with residual oil 
saturation determinations using pulsed neutron capture logs. 
The Monte Carlo modeling process is useful not only because 
it gives a mean value of the desired product, in this case 
residual oil saturation, but also because it yields distri­
bution function information which can be used in overall 
project evaluation. In the future, uncertainties in ROS 
should be reported using recognized statistical levels of 
confidence in order to facilitate comparison between ROS 
determination methods.
From the results of this work, the following conclu­
sions can be made:
1. Accurate values of matrix capture cross 
sections are required when using conventional 
techniques to determine ROS with pulsed 
neutron logs. This value is critical when 
ROS is very low.
2. At a one percent level of significance the
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uncertainties associated with ROS deter­
minations made with pulsed neutron logs 
using conventional techniques are 3 times 
higher than previously published.
3. At a one percent level of significance the 
uncertainties associated with ROS deter­
minations made with pulsed neutron log- 
inject-log techniques are nearly 3 times 
higher than previously published.
4. At a one percent level of significance the
uncertainties associated with ROS deter­
minations made with improved pulsed neutron 
tools are approximately 4 times higher than 
previously published.
5. As porosity decreases the uncertainties in
ROS increase in log-inject-log procedures 
involving pulsed neutron logs.
6. Tool improvements can only reduce the
uncertainty in ROS to a certain value. This
is because the interpretive equations still 
require porosity information which becomes 
the limiting factor in the overall accuracy.
When all ROS determination techniques are placed under this 
scrutiny, our understanding of their accuracy will change. 
The implication of this study is that enhanced oil recovery 
projects are much riskier than previously thought. The
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result is that it might become necessary for oil companies 
to place enhanced oil recovery projects in the same risk 
category as exploration projects.
Further study is recommended in the following areas:
1. The magnitude of the effects of shrinkage, 
stripping, and non-uniform and incomplete 
displacement on the uncertainty in ROS 
measured with pulsed neutron log-inject-log 
procedures must be determined.
2. Other residual oil saturation determination 
methods should be studied using the techniques 
proposed in this study in order to make valid 
comparisons between ROS determination methods.
3. As additional field test data become available 
an assessment should be made of the potential 
of carbon/oxygen, nuclear magnetism, and 
resistivity log-inject-log procedures to 
determine ROS.
4. Since porosity is a crucial factor in the 
interpretive equations of all well logging 
methods, work should be done to reduce the 
uncertainty in this measurement.
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1 2 ? =  t 9 5 = l . 9 6 $ s d t
1 2 5 =  t 9 9 = 2 . 5 7 6 . t s d t
1 2 6 =  c 9 0 u = : : b a r + t 9 0
1 2 7 =  c 9 0 1 = x b a r - t 9 0
1 2 3 =  c 9 5 u = x b a  r - f t 7 5
1 2 9 =  c ? 5 1 = x b a r - t 7 5
1 3 0 =  c 7 9 u = x b a r + t 9 9
1 3 1 =  c 9 9 1 = x b a r - t 9 9
1 3 2 = 0
1 3 3 = 0  F r i n t  o u t  t h e  r u n  s u m m a r y
1 3 4 = 0
1 3 5 =  w r i  t e ( 6 . 1 0 3 )
1 3 6 =  w r i  t e ( 6  n 1 0 4 )
1 3 7 =  1 0 3  r o r m s t <I h l » / / / / » 2 3 x m o n t e  c a r l o  s i m u l a t i o n ' ? / > 3 5 x o f  t h e ' . / .
1 3 3 =  2 6 x »  > u l s e d  n e u t r o n  e a u a t i o n ' / )
1 3 9 =  1 0 4  F o r m a t ( / . 1 2 x . ' F a r a m e  t e r ' . l l x . ' d i  s t  r i b u t i o n ' . 4 x . ' r a n g e  o f  v a l u e s  
1 4 0 =  t / . 3 5 x .  ' t w F e  . 5 x . ' h i g h ' . 2 x . ' a v e r a g e ' y 3 x . ' l o w ' . / )
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1 4 1 =  w r i t e < 6 » 1 0 5 )  i d p o r f p o r h i p o r m f r - o r l
1 4 2 =  w r i  t e  ( 6  7 1 0 6  ) i d r t  j r  t h  > r  tiii » r  t l
1 4 3 =  w r i  t e ( 6 f 1 0 7 )  i d r w ? r w h ; r w m , r w l
1 4 4 =  w r i t e ' . ' 6  7 1 0 8 )  i d : ; n f  ; ; n h > . ; n m 7 ; : n i
1 1 5 =  w r i  t e ( 6 f  1 0 9 )  i d ; u n , 7 xmm7 xm 1
1 4 6 =  1 0 5  r ' er r , ' i et  < /  7 12, :  7 ' p o r o s i t u ' ' 7 l 5 ; : 7 i 5 7  5 X 7 f 6 . 3 7  2 x .  f  6 . 3  7 1x7  F 6 . 3 )
1 47=  1 0 6  f o r m a t  C,-' 7 1 2 x 7  '  s i a m a - b u l k  '  7 13X7 1 5 7 5 x 7 f 6 . 3 7 2 x 7 f 6 . 3 7 l X 7 f  6  . 3 )
1 48= 1 0 7  f o r m a t  ( / 7 12X7 '  a i d m a - w a t s r  '  7 1 2 ::7 1 5 7 5 ::7 f  6 .  0 7 2:-:7 f 6 . 3 7 1 : : 7 f 6  . 3 )
1 4 9 =  1 0 3  f o r m a t e /  7 12; :  7 ' s i S m a - h u d r o c a r b o n  ' 7 6; ;  7 1 5 7  5 x  7 f 6 . 3 7  2: ;  7 f 6 . 3  7 1x7 f  6 . 3 )
1 5 0 =  1 0 9  f o r m a t  < /  7 12: :  7 '  s i d m a - m a t r i : :  '  7 1 1 : : 7 1 5 ?  5: :7  f  6 . 3  7 2: :  7 f  6 . 3  7 I x  7' f  6 . 3 )
1 5 1 =  w r i t e ( 6 7 1 2 0 )
1 5 2 =  1 2 0  f o r m a t < / / 7 1 2 : : 7 ' $  0 = u n i f o r m 7 l = t r i a n d u l a r ' )
1 5 3 =  w r i  t e ( 6  7 1 3 0 )  i  7 ; : n c n t  7 ; : b a r  7 s 2  7 s d .  c 9 0 1 7 c 9 0 u 7  c 9 5 1 7 c 9 5 u  7 C ? 9 1  ,’ o 9 7 u
1 5 4 =  1 3 0  f o r m a t  ( , ' / 7 1 2 ; : r  ■ ' aummsr ’j  s t a t i s t i c s  b a s e d  o n  '  7 2: :7 1 8 . '  t r i a l s '  7 7
1 5 5 =  %12::7 ' n u m b e r  o f  o b s e r v a t i o n s  '  7 5 : :  7 f  1 0 . 1 7 /  7 12: :  7 ' a v e r a g e  s a t u r a t i o n ' ;
1 5 6 =  S 9 x  7 f  1 0  . 4 7 /  7 12: :  7 '  v s  r i a n c e  '  7 19 : :  7 f  1 0  . 4 7 / 7 12: :  7 '  s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n  '  7
1 5 7 =  : t?. :  7 f  1 0  . 4  7 /  7 1 2 x  7 '  c o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l  a t  90% '  7 I x  7 f  10  . 4 7 1:: 7 f  1 0  . 4 7
1 5 8 =  : ! : / 712: :  7 '  c o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l  a t  95% '  7 1;:  7 f  1 0  . 4 7 1:: 7 f  1 0  . 4  7 /  7
1 5 9 =  :K12::7 ' c o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l  a t  99% '  7 1:: 7 f  1 0  . 4  7 1;:7 f  1 0  . 4  7 / / )
1 6 0 =  w r i  t e ( Ô 7 1 4 0 )
1 6 1 =  1 4 0  f  o r m a t  < I h l  7 /7 ' , ' 7 ' 7 2 7 x  7 '  s u m m a r y  o f  o b s e r v a t i o n s  '  7 /  7 13; :  7 ' m i d - p o i n t  '  7
1 6 2 =  :k7::7 ' f  r e o u e n c y '  7 6 x 7 '  r e l a t i v e '  7 6 x  7 ' c u m u l a t i v e ' 7 / 7  4 4 x 7 ' f  r e a u e n c u '  7
1 6 3 =  ,R5X7 ' f  r e e u e n c y  ' 7 / )
1 6 4 =  d o  7 8 0  J = l / 1 0 0
1 6 5 =  i f  ( : : k ( J )  . l e . 0 . 0 0 1 )  s o  t o  9 3 0
1 6 6 =  : ; k J = , ; k  ( J  ) / : : n c n  t
1 6 7 =  s  IJ m ; : k  J = 5  u  m ; : k  J  f  : : k  J
1 6 3 =  w r i t e  ( 6  7 1 4 1  ) x k l a s s !  J  ) 7 : :k J  ) 7 x k  J  7 su m: : k  J
1 6 9 =  9 3 0  c o n t i n i j e
1 7 0 =  1 4 1  f o r m a t ( l X 7 11X7 f l 0 . 3 7 6 x 7  f l O . 17 5X7  f l 0 . 5 7 5 x 7 f l 0 . S )
1 7 1 =  ■??? s t o p
1 7 2 =  a n d
1 7 3 =  s u b r o u t i n e  t r i ( a 7 b 7 c 7 d 7 e )
1 7 4 =  i f  l d - ( ( b - c ) / ( a - c ) ) )  1 0 7 2 0 7 2 0
1 7 5 =  10 e  =c k s e r  t  ( ( b - c  ) *  ( a  - c  ) 'Rd )
1 7 6 =  r e t u r n
1 7 7 =  20  e = 3 - s a  r t  ( ( a - b  ) :l: ( a - c  ) K ( 1 .  - d  ) )
1 7 2 =  r e t u r n
1 7 9 =  e n d
1 3 0 = . ' / s o  . s a s i n  d d  'S
1 3 1 =  1 0 . 3 1  0 . 2 9  0 . 2 7
1 3 2 =  1 2 9 . 0 6  2 3 . 3  2 7 . 5 4
1 2 3 =  1 3 9 . 0  3 7 . 0  8 5 . 0
1 3 4 =  1 2 1 . 0  2 0 . 5  2 0 . 0
1 8 5 =  1 1 4 . 5 5  1 1 . V 9 . 2 5
1 3 6 =  2 0 0 0 0
1 3 7 =  0 0 . 2 9  0 . 2 9  0 . 2 9
1 3 3 =  0 2 1 . 6  2 1 . 6  . 2 1 . 6
1 3 9 =  0 3 7 . 0  3 7 . 0  3 7 . 0
1 9 0 =  0 2 0 . 5  2 0 . 5  2 0 . 5
1 9 1 =  0 1 1 . 9  1 1 . 9  1 1 . 9 -
1 9 2 = / /
1 9 3 = / * e o f
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FIGURE VII. Monte Carlo Model Flowchart
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ZONE A CONVENTIONAL PULSED NEUTRON BEST CASE
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0.333 3 iir .o 0.CV3.X)
0 .363 34fi.O o.o;-/4.'. C'. 7 " . >0
0 .3 /3 363.0 1. '-•> .C5
0 .3 0 3 3 '/0 .0 O.C.-'J 0 0.
0 . 3/5 Î /.0 .0 0 . 6 7 ^ 0. 4. l ',5
0 .6 0 3 374.0 0.07 't/O 6 .4 '.c ;'5
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0 .0  JS IVO.O O.V-v/40
0 .0 4 5 1V6.0 O.Cü-.'.iO o.*7‘>2;'o
0.01% 171.0 0 .9 6 /.%
O.H/a 144.0 * 0.V7445
O.U/3 114.0 O .v.ytlS
I I / .0 0.Vi:4',0
0 .1> ^ 76.0
0.VO3 70.0 O.CrC *'^ 0
0 .915 33 .0 O.fk'. 0.v«4'.-5
O . M 32.0 0.0)1160 O.V-615
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O.V43 13.0
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TABLE XIII 
ZONE B CONVENTIONAL PULSED NEUTRON BEST CASE
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tJCfiA AAikiy.
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?i .000 70.000 ro.c-00
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0 . 6 2 5  1 1 2 . 0  0 . 0 0 5 6 0  0 . 9 3 1 0 5
0 . 6 3 3  9 4 . 0  0 . 0 6 4 7 0  0 . 9 0 5 7 5
0 . 6 4 5  6 9 . 0  0 . 0 0 3 4 5  0 . 9 0 9 2 0
0 . 6 5 3  6 9 . 0  0 . 0 0 3 4 5  0 . 9 9 3 6 5
0 . 6 6 5  4 9 . 0  0 . 0 0 - 4 5  0 . 9 9 5 1 0
0 . 6 7 5  4 5 . 0  0 . 0 0 3 1 5  0 . 9 V 7 - 5
0 . 6 8 5  2 7 . 0  0 . 0 0 1 3 5  0 .9 9 U 6 O
0 . 4 9 5  1 9 . 0  0 . 0 0 0 9 5  0 . 9 9 f . N
0 . 7 0 5  6 . 0  0 . 0 8 0 ) 0  0 . 9 7 9 3 5
0 . 7 1 5  5 . 0  0 . 0 8 0 1 5  1 . 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE XV
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 1 BEST CASE
e>r«<;n r.\ * .* \:-H Al ii;f|
u  Hh
ij-Mi 1.' 1 . 1 U.
h:L: - l'I : II,;; l.v.f.1.5 « '.Y U:
1. r: # HII.H .VI • l IKj
I l i : \ r T i t 1 0 .2 6 0  " . 2 .0 < .2 4 0
im  1. 1 1 l u . 415 i 7 . r : 2 1 7 .2 2 9
N 1* J 3 2 ,4 0 6  2 9 .'  . r . 2 6 .6 6 4
fc 1 1 42.f»25 4 2 . 4 2 .0 7 - .
Iw'-nA i.vni 1* 2 1 1 0 0 . .7»S " U .: '-5
» 0 - UMirciicrt»
L I.M IÎ.l ic:? ru 202Ù0 Tr:],-.LC
NUrîîi.K or D5:'.: l-.V.Tjf-frS 2 0 0 0 0 .0
Av^-kAur: ï / i i u j i » o . r / . ' o
VAK1AN;K 0 .0 0 7 2
STAUnARI' l'SV lATIOM 0 .0 2 4 7
0' r.KVLI-VATirUC
hlD-r-ûINT 1 kCO ICNXT frl-LATTVL l 'iUV; r.MVc
Ff LU JI/'L Y i, •f LULY
0 . 0 2 0 7 .0 0 .0 1 4 3 5 0 .0 1 4 3 5
o .o o r . 1 4 7 .0 0 .0'*-'35 0 . 0 2 : 7n
o . o r j 5 ^ 0 .0 o . ' . y  : o 0 . ' /M 2 0
o .< o r . : 4 5 .0 0 . Cl 225 0 .0 4 3 1 5
O.fC'v . r -'ü .o 0 .6 1 4 Y 0 O.C5 5 3 5
o.A.v;* rfù.o 0 .0 1 OUO 0 .0 /7 1 S
0 .0 ^ ^ 34<l.O 0 .0 1 7 4 0 0 .0 9 .1 5 5
0 .0 6 b •V..5.0 0 .0 2 2 7 0 C, 1 i 245
0 . 0 / : , 4 / 3 .0 0 .0 2 3 6 5 0 .1 .1 1 1 0
o . c r . . 5 --0 .0 C .v :c 5 v C .tA V O
f.2 5 .0 0 .0 '1 2 5 C ' . r '755
0 .  lOT- 6U  .0 0 .2 2 ^ ''5
0 .3 1 0 ( 5 4 .0 O .r/;.:. V
0 .  j :''j 7 2 2 .0 0 .0 3 . . / 0 0 . 2  5 -5
0 .1 7 V /.0 0 .0 : 7 5 0
0 .1 4 5 P 6 2 .0 0 .0 4  310 V. .'.'s'35
0 . 1 : : . U/J.O O.C4365 C-.427'.C
o . u .b 0 2 0 .0 O.O-VICO 0 .
0 .1  7‘j 9 2 7 .0 0 .0 .1 6 3 5 0 ,'..1 3 ;.5
0 .1 0 5 C'/V.C 0 .0 -1545 V.! .5: : »
0 . ivr. v-*‘-..o 0 .0 V .2 5 C-.'-OlOS
0 .2 0 5 53'/. 0 0 .-'4 3 '/5 0 • < • ■ •
0 .2 1 5 ■/99.0 0.6*7,-^5
7CC.0 0.03'M O 0 .:  " .:5
o . : c : ' 7 1 6 .0 0 .0 3 5 2 0 0 .7 6 1 1 5
0 .2 4 5 6 6 6 .0 0 .0 ; .-3 - ' 0 . . ' :4 4 : .
0.L1VJ 5 9 ('.0 0.r.:'("..0 o.ur.*«'5
0 .2 6 5 5 6 4 .0 0 .0 ..C 2 0 o . n - . î i 5
0 .2 7 5 4 0 3 .0 0 .0 2 4 1 5 0 .I P 6 7 0
0 . :  35 4.i«/.0 0 ,021'.'5 0 .r x '" :5
o.:% 5 o .y j.o 0 .0 2 0 0 0 0.911=25
0 .3 0 5 36'... 0 O .n ic r : 0 .  5 0
0 .3 1 5 2 " 4 .0 0 .0 1 4 7 0 0 .9 5 1 2 0
0 .3 2 5 2 7 1 .0 0 .0 1 3 5 5 0 .0 6 4 7 5
0 .3 3 5 2 1 2 .0 0 .0 1 0 6 0 0 .V 7 5 3 5
0 .3 4 5 1 7 1 .0 O .cW .'S o . c g o o
0 .3 5 5 1 3 1 .0 0 .0 0 6 5 5 0.*.‘V045
0 .3 6 5 n s .o 0 .0 0 4 4 0 0.9O4M?
0 .3 7 5 4 1 .0 0 .0 0 2 0 5 0 .< /9 6 « 0
0.3W 5 3 1 .0 0 .0 0 1 5 5 0 .« '9 0 4 b
0 .3 9 5 2 1 . Ü • 0.0014-5 0 ,ts» c .,n
0 .4 0 5 9 .0 0 .y V 4 5
0 .4 3 5 1 .0 0 .0 0 0 0 5 1 .0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE XVI
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 1 WORST CASE
firjin r »:.v I 0  M rJ»  .-.IJITII 
in ur 
U.MI |.1 l i>||» I IL
M ’.ii  r . 'u f t  «jr v.M.nilii i 1 Mirx /. 'i Kf/f loj
KJUttr.lTT 
UKW.-lflîiL 1 
*;}0.'l.V-h>II.L 2 
UATCrc 1 
ClC«n,'i-UMLR 2
0 c . ' ’*c» 0 . 2'-0 o . : a o
0  y.-r.'. 1 ; . . : ' 2  i ; .
0  31‘.'1 v 6  :* « .t i3 S  IV . AM
0 42.V“j A2.V-00 A2.0/5
0 100,4V3 W.V.00 vc.'.w
X O'r’ n »
OJfirLV-;V SUilI'JllCC W
r:M |:( »• f,T n :" :; ( v a t  jd'*’*’. 
f.V: f.A’T V.Ar»r./.TiriN 
VAf' J AV/J
CT.V.iiV J» I rVIATION
20C-OO TRIALS
0 . 1"01 0.0137 
0.11/1
0,0
0 .0 0 5
O.AIS
0. v.T.
0 .0 < f .
0 .0 4 5
o.our.
O.Cc5
0 . 0 : 5
o.oro
O.OV'J
0 .1 0 5  
0 .1 1 5  
0 .1  '5 
0 . 1 
O.MS 
C .K .0  
0 .1 6 5  
0 .  r / 5  
0 .  ly*.- 
0 .1ST. 
o.?or.
0 .2 1 5
o .:? .r ;
0 .235 
0 .2 4 5  
0 .2 5 5  
0 .  2 a 5  
0 .2 7 5  
0 .2 0 5  
0 .2 V 5  
0 .7 0 5  
0 .3 1 5  
0 .3 2 5  
0 ,3 3 5  
0 .3 4 5  
0 .3 !  .5 
0. 345 
0 ,3 * /5  
0 ,3 0 5  
o . : v ; 5  
0 .4 0 5  
0 .4 1 5  
0 .4 7 5  
0 .4 3 5  
0 .4 .1 ': 
0 .4 5 5
• dr (.1:
4 V . .0  
''77.0 
4 * 4 .0
4 7 2 .0
!-y ..o
<■•7.0
4 7 0 . 0  •ir*-'. 0 
.'•'..0  
SC'-Î. 0  
4CV.. 0
5 1 4 .  A
4 f ; . o
4 C « .o  
51 2 . 0  
521 .0
4*75.0 
5 : 7 . 0  
5 3  >.0 
51 ù . 0
5 .2 4 .0
4 7 0 .0  
4 ' '3 . 0  
494 .0  
4 '> v .0  
!.C*L.O
5 1 7 .0
4 5 3 .0
4>;*.o
4U1 . 0
4 5 2 .0
4 3 1 . 0
4 1 9 .0  
3 / 4 . 0
7 5 1 .0
2 6 0 .0  
I S '3 .0  
1 7 3 .0
9 7 . 0  
61 .0  
2*>.0
11.0 
2.0 
1 .0
o . (  *4: 0 
o.vr •r.*. 
r.o.'2:*5 •■•.o.'iiV 0.^ *•> 0.92'',r' 
0 . 0 . - y '5  
o.o:'*.":. 
0 . 'y.
0 .0 2 .1 2 5  
0.0:-470 
0 .0 2  .20 
0 .0 .415
o.o:-'*<’o
0 . 1 0 7 ': ,  0. .*.0 
O.O.'î'/..
0.02475
0.02
0.02570
O.'MVOO
O.O'3'vO
0 .0 :465
0 .0 2 4 7 0o.o:-4vf.
0 . 0 :5 1 0
O.OLTW
o .o : : < .5
0.0: X..5 
0 .0 2 4 0 5  
o.o:'4  4ü 
0 .0 2 1 5 3 ' 
0 . 0 2 0 '^  
o .o if ; : îo  
0 .0 1  y . 5  
O.OIÎC-O 
O.Ov-V.5
0 .f 'f '( i6 50,044115
o.*:*o^o5
0 , ‘>*'14'J
0 . ’.5 
O.K-010 
0 . 0 t « , 5
CL*"'r..'.*rC 
I Fat'U 'Cf
0 . 0 ’4:-'*-
0. î 1
O.î/M' 
c - .v : ' ." 5  
0 .2 2  l ( v  
( . : ;  ••••: 
o.:-.*'A5
o .,* .-  /  'C 
0.
0 .iï :vo
0 . 3  .7 7 '. 
C-. "".vV.. 
0 . 4 ,  
r .4"2. 
C,.V
o.v0.5 :
O .S f .'.O  
0.< 12.1A 
0 . / .3 ' . f .0  
o.(vo:4 
0 .6 'M  *5 
0 .7 0 7 .1 5  
0.77410
o .ry o o
0.7V .65 
0.1:007''
o.o.*i«*r.
0. îl56C*0 
O.llüMO 
0 .2 0 1 ^ * 5
0,v2:.'7(%  
0.1*4110 (•.'>'n.'.5 
0.V7165 o,9di:<o 
0 .« '2 '5 - ,  
0.l'-'-4 î»4  
0.1*** .*;•*. 
O.L'""-;.,
0 .° V '  '':5 
1 iOOOOO
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W
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H
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m
ij
h
w
H
<u
3
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r"" S ?
? r*
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:s
° 2 i; V g:
-g 5 S! s 2
= 2 ?î V 8
5
i*
:5
r;--
OOmn
■•S 2 s
a  f  i s  J * p s  » * s ..... .....  —
H
w  u
J  w  " " "c !■ ° ?: ooocooooooooooooooooooooocooooooooo ooooooocoo
 ^ s . r# r  M  %
H M ’ = = 5 - S îi
ü, " I S 5 I 5  r
S i i il ?
o  I ï î î i i  I î  » î« I
g  !  i i i i â  î  # « i *  i
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TABLE XVIII
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 2 WORST CASE
fviML LV**i " • Ir.'»: AU  UN 
U la 
UAirn I I  II
l'AI.Aflî ILR l»l*:ii-'l'j:njfi k.'iN.T' i«r *.* W.';
ni-L 1 ini.ii <A'.'..: .74 t nu
1 CJKfiÜlTY 0 0.200 o.:*7o 0 .260
SlüfVt-liULK 1 0 19.473 lO.r.M lf,.l75
î'.ILfM-WJLN 2 0 3/.. 302 72.:’--4 20.026
SIfJM.'4-UATUR 1 0 <2.925 42.100 42.075
î U.fVr UATHC 2 0 100.4‘*5 *'«.500 91:. 505
» 0-UNirOKM, I&irlANGULAk
j;UrtM.V<Y LTAULUCG l'ACCI» ON
NUMÜLI: CM U1:U M.'ATIONC 
S/«Tn,.*M Hitl
WiTclANCE
CTi'UN'rdCli l'EVIATION
1*0000 TRIALS
rox^ .o
O.îrtOO
O.OJVV
0 .1 3 3 V
0 .0
o . o o s
0.015 
0.025 
0.035 
■ 0.045 
0.055 
0.065 
0.075 
o.octf.
0.0V5 
0.105 
0.115 
0.125 
0.135 
0.145 
0.155 
0.165 
0.175 
0.105 
0.1^*S 0.>.T5 
0.215 
0.225 
0.235 
0.245 
0.255 
0.265 
0.275 
0.2U5 
0.2V5 
0.305 
0.315 
0.325 
0.3Î5 
0.345 
0.355 
0.365 
0.375 
0.385 
O.S'z-S 
0.405 
0.415 
0.425- 
0.435 
0.445 
0.455 
0.465 
0.4*.*5
5u;y,AkY cir O K
5 2 6 1 .0
3 6 7 .0
341.0
374.0
3 6 3 .0  
3 U 2 .0
3 3 6 .0  
3 / 0 . 0  
3 U 2 .0
326.0
3 5 6 .0
417.0
377.0
3 3 2 .0  
3^-6,0
3 7 3 .0
3 7 3 .0
3 5 7 .0  
3 C 1 .0  
3 '7 2 .0
4 1 0 .0  3:0.0 
3 7 P .0
3 7 0 .0  
3 D S .0
3 7 7 .0
355.0
360.0
3 5 6 .0
374.0
344.0
3 5 2 .0
351.0
3 5 3 .0
354.0
354.0
3 4 1 .0  
3 :r j .o
2 7 6 .0
2 4 5 .0
2 1 3 .0
i t r j .o
1 2 9 .0
7 7 .0
51.0
10.0
.v.M 
Kr I. A : J ‘.k:
I »•[ ffJ.'.ffJY 
0.1V7A';
o . o i v  *•. 
0.01:05 
0.012 /o
0 .012 :5  
O.Ol'-'lO 
O.OK'5'0 
0.01 C'y) 
0.01710 0.01*.':0 
O.CI7v:ù 
0.020. Y*.
o .o :r - j5  
0.01660 
o .o i r . i o  
0 . 0 1 tv,5 0.01 tvs 
0.017U5 
0.01905
O.Ol?/A 
0.02050 
0.01 
0.0: w o0.01 ü'/' 
0.0191*5 
0.012-55 
0.01771. 
0.01L-..0 
0.01720 
0.01*0 70 
0.01720 
0.01760 
0.0171.5 0.0i?65 
O.Ol.70 
0.01770 
0.01705 o.oiô-rj 
0.017YJ0 
0.01225 
0.01065 
0,CO'/'25 0.0*76.15 
0.00.'.r*5 0.0021% 
O.C*01300. oo*.-*-:-0.0«‘-01A
0 .00'
C l-Yl A: T*.'t
U.CU.4 ./5Y
0 . 2 v3A5 
o.r»i4o : 45
0 .3T. 30
0. :-.54 40
0.3 X'A 
0.3-V'’*'0 
0.40C;5:'
0 .42:10
0.44V*.')
0.4AC
0.4U.<0 
O.U*-220 
0.5:0/.*} 
0.53'?! 5 
0.'.571*0 
0.575:5 
0.V.V4 7C* 
0.614<0 
O.f.34U0 
o.c':.\'o 
0.67170
*:-.6‘^ '. 20
0.70943
0.72730o.:'4/.A5
0.2.--405 
0.,'3-lî.:*'. 
0 .  5
0.51775 
0.575V. 
o.n5:.'"o 
O.P'O'/S 
0.r-nC25
0.905'^n 
0.92200
0.«.'3W25
0.05305
0.965Î0
0,97^.9*;. o.^r'.co 
0.4*9*165 
0.‘"'S'O 
0.S'***C05
0,
0.cç??%
1.00*X>0
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TABLE XIX
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 3 BEST CASE
MONK. TmM (» AM''.*
(ir iir. 
U.MIKM.'I":' IÎL
lO'JiriianiUfJ r.v; î tv v.vnrr
ivri: t MI51I 6VL,..',a' 1 n:j
1 O.I^'O 0.270 o,:'60
1 IV.491 1(51:24 i n .151
liUMA PIIJC 2 1 7.6.3V/ 32,2:T : : .O V’
UMI K 1 1 42.V25 42.‘X*0 4:5 0/5
fî : 1 100.475 VW.5Cv v u .505
1 UNH ukh, 1:=1: lAN .lM , \ U
1:1.11 MAKY (/lATILTlLU !://.( I' UN 200X- lUlALS
)rj;lj:rfv Ui f.V‘.5TVA^ )';.C 20o:-o.o
AV: 1 AC,L ;,Afi.r..,,T]UN 0.331V
VAklA'.'.L 0.ÜJ03
î:tam!i,v .-i> m :v ImT)dn 0.1015
r (»r (ij:;n v.%ti5-;c.
hII»-fOJUT J 1 '.'CY 61 *V" cn'Vi; ATI'/iI
1 r-.AM, (I'.Y 1 n  an, tiCY
0.0 21V./.. 0 0.1.1 .'70 0.1 4*'7.6
0,005 3 '2 .0 0.C3''?0 C'.lf '20
0 .0 ] u 46/. 0 0.6:735 0.1
0 .0:5 Ac.3.0 0.0:'*; 15 0,2'.
0.0//;. 4 60.0 o.f : v.o A.:'»'".o
0.0:5 515.0 0.C-.-5 5 0 ,2
0.0'./.; 51 / .O o .( ;:5 0. :/•••'* •:•
C-. A/,5 347.0 0.0-"75 0.7!145
0 .0 /5 5 /4 .0 o.o:*w70 0.34C15
0.0C5 619.0 0 .0 :':'.9 . 0.3*^110
0.0‘.'5 653.0 0.07265 0.40:'"5
0.J05 664.0 o.v-»./: 0 0.4T<v;5
0.3 J5 719.0 0. ■:*//..''5 0.4'/: */o
0, Jl*5 667.0 0.0?.'. 35 o.'-*':.:'5
0.1/.5 621 .0 0.07405 0,54f,70
0.M5 701 .0 0.0'.: .05 0 . 5
0.155 6/0.0 C'.0i4‘*.0 0.(."'YU5
0.165 627.0 0 .0 7 1 i5 0.14120
0 .3 /5 620.0 0.0 MOO 0 .6 /.5 0
0.155 620.0 0.o..i.*-> 0. *6
0.1 V5 5 / 4 .0 O.C: v'.'o O./MVv
o .p o r . 505.0 0.02' 0 ./5  '35
o . : i 5 0 o .o :v > o 0.'/;'215
o .:': '5 4/6 .0 o .o : : / : o 0. B':'2V5
o . : : .5 42.1.0 0.1-2 15
c .:m 5 417.0 O.A-0.5 o.r-i'j.'-o
0 .25.5 376.0 0.f'1570 O.n.'./.»!•■)
0.265 760,0 0.**KO> 0.1
0.275 309.0 o . f i ‘ 'v ; O.VA-..;*:;
0 . 2Ct; 294,0 O.CM'.'O 0.91095
o.:y .'5 2 '0 .0 (.'.'I.:'-/:' 0.9:245
0.305 24*5 0 o.''.r .'“.5 0. V.1 : no
0.315 2.26,0 0.A1170 O.VI.JIO
0.325 202.0 0 .:.040 0.Q..3" .A
0.335 1 /7 .0 o.Aoci::; 0 .v /:'35
0.3*15 155.0 O.C-O'/O 0.VCA25
0 . 355; lO'J.O O.l'/J.IO O .'t- 'v /.
0.365 10.?.0 O.f.f'515
0.375 71 .0 0.0A355 0.'.*«'4'/.5
0.3Lt5 33.0 O.J-Ol'-'O
0.3*.‘5 30.0
0.*105 25.0 0.'2A12:, O.'f'T'C'O
0.415 17.0 0.'-.,...4:5 0 5 9 ^ #
0 .425 2 .0 C .o-oio 0.c*:">V5
0.455 1.0 O.AO'X'U l,Al'-«'.‘0
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TABLE XX
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 3 WORST CASE
h'wu c*a-» M v.if.'fi;.'Utn 
: n iUMM" 1 lH,|, I 11.
rrii.v»mn k niun iMH iiiN 1 V* 4 iiv V.! ui
IVIV » lunn .V7. iv.i'j. i w
I'll: 1 r-.;i7Y 0 o.:.f 0  0.270 0.2/f,
icjLK 1 0 IV. 4- 1 1C.U24 l I M M
';u.nA-itUK 2 0 ;'6.2V/' 7 :'f:.v4/
5JCiVi-u.*oi:fc 1 0 42.V:'5 42.500 42.0/5
r.UtflA UMLK 2 0 K*0.4V5 VV.50) ■'.*0.505
V o-uiiH«<M» i=ii*3Anf;i.n.rtk
Elflli/tur ilUilILTICS ):7*scn ON l'OC-C-O 11 lALS
or («i:‘jrir^AHons 2oo-:*o.o
A'.TKA'/; SATURAT) Cil 0.1470
VAIJAMCI 0.0178
STAni'AKl' IiL'.'Jm UON 0.1335
LU.Sri,V:Y ül
M1Î*-FV'1MT Kr\K.,,ur.N:Y KC.’.AI IVC CU'VVAJ
ri.r ovL'HCY i'Ki.5 iriicY
0.0 5307.0 0.26545 0.rc5*15
0.005. 254.0 0.01 ;-’o c.r-i*-.ir.
0.015 251.0 0.017:5 0. “ 07/70
O.C.:; 263,0 0.61! .10 o.ri'/io
Ü.A7.5 375. ( O.vîi -1 0.r-.2i:5
0.0*15 3-2.0 O.CJ'i..O 0.25/45
0.0Î.5 225.0 0.01 0.27370
O.OL5 3 “5.0 0.C1:1 s 0.3'-24';
0. CVS 253.0 0.01' 15 0.11160
o.oos 3V2.0 O.OJ'.'IO 0.1 V '‘O
0.('V5 7/.7.0 v.":‘^ 5 A.4.;‘ 05
O.lOl- 4-V-.0 o.oy-1'» 0 .4 :-1 5
0.135 3;t-.o O.vlK' "C 0.4*., ^ 6
0 . 3 335.0 0 .0 1 v/5 0.501:5
O.l.'.O 264.0 0.6}f 20 0.522.5
0. M S 3V';.0 0.01'//o 0 .: 4255
0.105 255.0 0.6:775. 0.5/."?.)
0.165 352.0 0.0}7e.O 0 .5  • "Vi
0, r/5 3vi:.0 0.01 90 0.5'*' \:0
0. lf:5 236.0 0.61 *■ KO V.61’ JO
0.1 ‘15 41< .0 0.0'-</‘0 0. t.
o.rof. 25S.0 0.01723 O.o'.VO
0.215 372.0 0.011.7.5 O.V/iVO
0.225 370.0 0.015 <• 0.4'-'2C')
0.235 ivcr.o 0.01 5 0 o.7i:«o
0.2-15 326.0 0 .0 ’J* 'O 0.7.'":*'o
O.I't.S 2:4.0 O.OU.’O 0.74Î;V0
0.265 35*'.0 0.017V5 o.76,ses
0.275 3-W.O 0.01715 0.72120
0.22.5 202.0 O.Ol'^ lO 0.7. 1340
0.275 232.0 O.Ol/'.v 0. l '?< *00
0.305 2.T0.0 O.OirCKY O.C62'W2
0.215 356.0 O.OlVfîO o .u t! .f;o
0.325 359.0 0.01 0.6.'2:?,
0.335 252.0 0.01760 0.69125
0.345 229,0 0,016'/S 0.90Î-30
0.355 345,0 0.01725 O.VJ*:55
0.365 305.0 0.01525 0.®4,*.OA
0.375 2IJ0.0 0.014,50 ■ o.v*:.4fio
0.305 230.0 0.01 r;^ 0. 9c*n30
0.3V5 207.0 0.01635 0.VV66M
0.405 IPO.O o.f. O.W'5 S
0.415 126.0 0.00sV»<. O.VVI"*..
0.425 7:.0 O . i W S 0.«w,?0
0.435 48.0 0.00:40 O.’A’iilO
0.445 2S.0 o.f*"i:r, 0 . C
0.455 10,0 O.O'A'VO 0 . j*r.
0.*165 2.0 O.O-'IO 0.11'■' *5
0.4/5 1.0 n.o.y',3 1 .00l«0
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TABLE XXI
IMPROVED WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 1 BEST CASE
Hru-iu: c.v.1.0  
i»tr.u.MïMl'.':':, i.u
p i î ;u .-i j :'jt îd h  n r  v.m.ulp:
TYI C * llîÜM AVLF.A01: LPU
K)rvfJSITY 1 0.2-1G o.?.?s 0.30%
SIGMA-T.l.lK J 1 11:. 509 30.070 17.631
blünA-i-'Jl.K 2 1 20.705 27.966 27.227
sinrt.vuATf.rc i 1 32.460 31.532 30.596
SlGrtA-UATIirc 2 1 75.559 73.307 71.215
» 0--U'/lfÜfCM» 3-TRlAf/GULAK
surtrtrtfcr sTAii.Mics KVieri on l'OOOO fMALS
NUMi'Ck o r  o: r i.rv . 'iT îo .v s
A'.TKA'.iL SATU ATION O .T /'lS
V.MvlA'CC Ô .0 0 1 3
S î AM'AIVU r-EV J A T 3 a*^ o . 0257
SlK.nARY 0? CrSCkVADPNS
•l'ÛIHT McCl/CNCY ICvl ATIVT 
1 M (fUL (fCY
0.135 1.0 0.00005
0.145 4 .0 Û.0CO20
0.155 10.0 O.l'O-.'SÜ
0.16% 27.0 O.C0135
0,175 66.0 0.t/0?30
0.105 129.0 o.or<.;.45
0.195 244.0 0 .(1 :2 0
0.205 42%. 0 c .o .'i: '5
0 .2 :5 6^3.0 O.C3-i:5
0.225 962.0 C.f'.niO
0 . 235 1270.0 O.O.'/'-o
0.245 1605.0 0.C"J025
0 .:t.5 1V02.0 o.cvr..io
0.265 2164.0 0. lO-CO
0.275 2 2 /2 .0 c. ll l iO
0.2U5 2109.0 O.li '.45
0.295 1797.0 0.05vcr5
0.305 1514.0 0.07:70
0.315 1094,0 0. C-%4 fo
0.325 016.0 0.04 0' ,0
0.335 405,0 0.02425
0.345 2Î‘5 .0 0.01275
0,355 125.0 0.00'6:'5
0 .365 46 .0 0.0-7230
0.375 35,0 0.00075
0.365 4.0 0.00-720
0.395 1.0 0,00005
0.405 1.0 0.00005
CUMXATI'/e
rmT'.'ENCY
0.00005
o .o '« o :‘5
0.00075
o .o : \ - ' i o  
0 .( '3 0 1 0  
0.0: ICC".
c.c:-*.05
O.C-v.îO
0 .0 - . .1 5  
o . î :  .•■••5 
0.
0.1)7170 
0.2<..?10 
o.>5v: r^o 0.r.f;AC0 
o.A'.iriü 
0.Vl:7:*0 
o . r : . . ’«,'o 
0,9]?o0 
O.e.jAO 
0.«/7A3 • 
O.*?9040 0.99A65 
0.9 W 5  
O.V.'OVO 
0.99990 
0.yV995 
l.OOOOO
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TABLE XXII
IMPROVED WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 1 WORST CASE
M0N1C CAM n Mf-fl Minn u:' iHi 
UATI IJ I füjn LIL
f'AkAht IKK JDM l-:A'A*.r VAl UTC
iv r  c t HU2\ AV, hAOL l ou
Ï-OK-Ü&ITV 0 0.345 0.325 0.305
blGrtA-I-:jl.t; 1 0 1U.509 lfJ.070 17.631
DÎCflA- J.-HLK 2 0 7B.705 27.966 27.227
SIGMA-UAILFC 1 0 32.460 21.532 30.596
SIGMA-UAirJv 2 0 75.559 73.307 71.215
* 0=UrVlKUâM# 3-7kîAVG>J! AA­
SU.M'ViKY ‘JlAllGTlGS I-AHl D UN rc-:-oo T'-iAi.s
NUMJ:rrc {« t'î-U rV.M lÜMS 2'0(.0.0
AVLA.V.r TAUI- AI 3ÜU 0.:706
VAfs'IiVK C 0.0226
STANl'Akl' nîVJAlînN 0.0 W 5
CiJMrtAkY ur r-î-'-.l f.V.V.K'rJD
H UH -O n/T f r,,:Y f.ri n'-t-jj ATT'TS
rklf.'.'i CY 1 I I f.'ULNLf
O.IOG 5.0 o.ooc-:*5 0.00025
0.11? 7,0 0,0C'7?5 o .or..:6o
0 .1  2? 26.0 0. OC'130 0.00190
0 . 13? 49.0 0 .0 0 7 4 5 o.oo.-.?.*-;
0 .1 1 5 93.0 0.(7465 O.OCrOO
0.J5S 123.0 0.02615 0.01515
0.165 193.0 o .c c v v o 0.02'05
o . r / s 287.0 0.0:435 0.63V4A
0 .1  Ü5 424.0 o .r : - i2 0 0.0'060
0 .1 9 5 563.0 O.C " '15 o . c ’ .-’r.
0.205 6c:7.0 0.0:435 0.12*10
0.215 871 .0 0.04 3: .5 0.16Â%5
0.225 960.0 0.04.40 0.21505
0.235 1144.0 0.057-70
0.245 1349.0 0.06745 0.32770
0,255 1431.0 0.07155 0.41125
0.2f.5 1463.0 0.07715 0.4A140
0,2/5 1569.0 0.07G-.5 0.56225
0,:*i:5 1447.0 0.07235 0.63520
0.295 141C.0 O.L'709:. 0.7061?
0.305 12VÎ.0 0.064/47. o .V 'o r .o
0.3)5 1162.0 o .o r-^ io 0.82270
0,325 941.0 0.04705 0.C7595
0.335 000.0 0.04A00 0.91575
0.345 592.0 0.0:2 60 '0 .74555
0.355 442.0 0.022)0 0.7676?
0.365 300.0 0.0:540 • 0.90305
0.375 165.0 o.voni's 0.99130
0.305 110.0 0.00550 0.99600
0.395 42.0 O.O.rjlO 0.9-'870
0.405 15.0 0.00075 0,97965
0.415 6 .0 0.04.130 0.99995
0.425 1.0 0.00005 1.OOOOO
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TABLE XXIII
IMPROVED WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 2 BEST CASE
mmr lamo «•ir'.tt .-.ticw 
(jf nie
UMIISIL i|i l II
Ittfl RANUr or V.M lj£f. 
TYf-C * HIÜII A w r .w  I.oy
fÜSUCITY 1 0.345 0,325 0.305
SIC!t.^ -WlLK 1 1 17.S?3 Î6.90Ü 16.293
C)G.“/»-HULK 2 1 27.356 26.639 25.922
UIUM.A-UATCR 1 1 32,460 31,522 30.596
ElGMrt-UniL'R 2 1 75.559 73.307 71.215
t  0-=UNiror<M» J-.TfvIAMGULAK
UirWiKV ETAU SU es T ASCr' ON 2CC-0Ù TKJAtS
m/Mi«nc or OK.i r^vATivus
Al.'ckAOZ SATiivAîjUN 
v.VviAf/cn
STAMlVMi IftVlAUON
:'C'XC. 0
o.:-U6
0.0014
0.0373
S’J*CM,'.RY or 0! CLk".VhUONS
i-kOlNT Kf‘! AUVC 
; i.f (U: NCY
0.145 1.0 0.00005
0,155 6,0 O.OOC'40
0.165 10.0 O.OOOEO
0.175 40.0 c. c-:cco
0.105 73.0 0.CO365
0.Î9S 133.0 0.00665
0.205 2tO.O 0.012E0
0.215 405.0 0.02025
0.225 669.0 0.02345
0.235 732.0 0.04>60
0.245 1200.0 C.CeC<v0
0.255 1540.0 0.0/700
0.265 1786.0 0.0::9 30
0.275 2015.0 0.1. "075
0.2ri0 2159.0 0.10795
0.275 2032.0 0.10160
0.3-05 1(45.0 0.09240
0.315 ]4nm.o 0.C7440
o.:<:>5 1299.0 0.064'JS
0.335 P61.0 0.04 305
0.345 501.0 0.02905
0.355 345.0 0.01725
0.365 105.0 0.00/25
0.375 95.0 0.0-0425
0.3UÜ 30,0 0,0)110
0.375 9.0 0.00045
0.405 4,0 O.OC‘020
0.415 1.0 0.00005
0,425 1,0 0.00005
r: aU'^
n-,ro. cwLY
o.oooos
O.C'^C-450.C*00V5
o.co:-<?î/ 
0.0‘6^ .0 
0.01 -î.-s
O.f-î .00
c-iPto: 0. jv' :.c 
o.r-/ :m'0 
o.T:!?.:, 
MO 
0,U.10Z 
O.U-?t.% 
0. 7'%/,3
C.L -40
0.917.15 
O.Yf./.TiO 
0.'-^7 i,*S 
0."'V3000.99775
0.99970
0.9V990
0.99795
1.00000
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TABLE XXIV
IMPROVED WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 2 WORST CASE
MÜN1L (.AflÜ ClWJlATÎdN 
If Ilf 
U.MlKil.OCJn LU
I'jb H  l i'- in o N  r./.»r.c o r  vA i.ucs
1 Yl L » HIGH AVrivAlrf: LOU
("UROSITY ■ 0 0.345 0.325 0.305
SÎGM/4-Jcijlk 1 0 17.Ü23 16.90Ü 16.293
SlCrtA-HULK 2 0 27.356 26.639 20.922
SIGKA-UAllR 1 0 32.468 31,532 30.596
LlG.Vi-UAILfv 2 0 75.559 73.307 71.215
» O-UNirOuM»
SUrtrtAixY OTAUGTICG r^ AbKI' ON
IVUMI.n.' (ir 0 1 KVATirjfJS 
AVrRA'V t'Aru.vAi ION 
VAMA'fLT
SlANLiAM' IttVIATJON
I'C'OOO TKIAJ.S
rooof'.o0.2l:r3
O.OOl'O
0.03C8
r.:jrt.v,Ky fjr n):5l: I
•POINT f'l.i u.lLNCY P-fcL.M IVC n  iM^ n.ATi'Æ
r ».f UJf.NCY I'M 0U2NCY
0.105 3.0 C.t‘0015 0.00010
0 . l i s 8.0 0.00040 o.c-> o‘;o
o . i r i , 10.0 o .oc-ovo 0. C-'-l 'v
0.135 32.0 o.rojA O 0.022''fk
0.145 59.0 o . ( k : v5 o.oov.'.»o
0.155 94.0 0.(X4/0 O.OlOLO
0.165 145.0 0.00725 0.017C0
0.175 203.0 0.01015 0.02.*95
0.105 303.0 0.01540 0,04,'. 77.
0.195 406.0 0.02v30 0.0:, V-0
0.205 520.0 0.02620 O.CÜ'-65
0.210 716.0 0.0V20 0.12 .45
0.225 802.0 0.0--.210 0. lA'. '^O
0.235 931 .0 0.04:55 0.21210
0.245 1116.0 O.O'.'UO 0.2O/90
0,255 1277.0 0.0 311: 0.33170
0.260 1328.0 O.Ci/ 40 0.39115
o . ' j ; o 1411.0 0.07000 0.4i*'7O
0.285 1509.0 0.0 «•540 0.04410
0.295 1423.0 0.07110 0.61530
0.205 1407.0 0.07070 0.68560
0.315 1253.0 0.06265 O.IMU^O
0.325 1164.0 o.or.L’i^o O.CA/V-O
0.330 9 6 9 .0 0.0 t '45 o.r.04»-f.
0.345 050.0 0,04275 0,89770
0.350 643.0 0.03210 0 . v 29:T:.
0.360 008.0 0.021.40 0.^ *0525
0.375 360.0 O.OU‘00 0.97325
0.385 237.0 0.01 UlO 0.98010
0.395 154.0 0.00/70 0.9^ '2G0
0.405 UH.O 0.00440 0.99/20
0.415 41 .0 0.00205 0.97'.'20
0.425 9.0 0.0-2040 0.99V20
0.435 5.0 0.00'125 0.99090
0,445 1.0 0.00005 1 ,0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE XXV
IMPROVED WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 3 BEST CASE
m x iL  CAr.-LO r.IMP Al ION
Tiff’
Kl I CXU* l IL
I V.-GC or VALlf*;
TYPE- * i m m A.'.'K.', :C LOW
I-UsÜ'JITY 1 0,345 0.3:5 0./.Ü5
SJcrr.-i'tJLK 1 1 17.126 16.5K0 16.O'#
SJGnA-Mil.K 2 1 29.405 20.500 27.755
siGrt.vuV,ia< 1 1 32.460 31.532 30.596
Slr>f'..'i U.MEN 2 1 75.559 73.307 71.215
»  O ^ltN ifO hrti l=7K2MK\:.;rLAK
OlInMAKY STATISTICS IVCrl' ON
N*j.sfi:K ur Kv.Mic'r’s
AV: s a u  smTJON
v a ' . iawlc
STAKi'A'.h l'LVlATION
rOC'vO TJ-ürU S
L-o:^«c.o
0.1:7:
O.OOîC0.('419
MII'-IIUNT
0.0
0.005O.CIS
O.OL'S
O.C'iS
0.045
o.c*/.*
0.063 
0.075 
O.OU5 
0,0V‘J 
0.103 0. lis 
o . i : s
O.K'S
0.145
O.ISS
0.16S
0.17S
O.IKS
O.IVS
o . : o s
0.21S
o.:.rj
o.:>iS
0.?45o.irjb
0.27S
S’irVW.Y fjf C! rLKV.M iiVJS 
hM u;:..NCT i<-*i.ative: 
rra k-î; ncy
•Jl.O
6 6 . 0
1 0 .1.0
iTrl.O
l'iPJ.O
470.0
665.0
o : : . o
JO'^ 2.0
i3;-o.o 
1 i:;.T. 01754.0 
IC‘73.0
1021.0
1761.0 
IS-.'G.O
1311.0
1031.0
799.0 
S4A.0
350.0 
?01.0
114.0
46.0
19.0
7.0
4.0
1.0
0.00:530.004 10
0.00540 
o.'::'94o 
0.0) 4:t. o.o::.=-.o 
O . O i 2 ? 3  
0.04410 
o.cr-’.AS 
0.0/:00 
O.O'.'v'lü 
C.Ab770 
0.0*465 
0.09403 
0.0'.'4C5 
0 .07615 
0.06'•‘.•S 
0.05:'S0.02<;v5 
0.0:730 o.or'vo 
0.0! 05
0.005:0
0.00:60
O.OCX'YS
0.00035
O.OCK'L'O
0.0U005
CIM'.LAIIVE 
I f.L O X N,:y
C . OO.'l.S 
( . OZ •' :5 0.011:5 
0.0: :'L5 0.0'4^0 
0. V' .'40 
O.CV.tS
0.1'0400.:“. ':o 
0.-':'5
o.4:4.)5
O.l IC.'O 
0./.).!.'3 
O.7A0.10 
0.776'rS 
0.24 "L-O 
0.15.573 
0.97..:X)
o.?/r.o 
0.vr.“40 
0.''3"45 
O.V^ V.lS 
0."?U4S 
0.9'V40 
0. 0^*75 
.0,V‘.V<?5 
1.00000
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TABLE XXVI
IMPROVED WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG ZONE 3 WORST CASE
HONir r..V.1.0 CIMllAIH'M 
(ir iir.
UAll M l.drjII I JL
rAI.AMlITkK Mcirviii-jrioM nr v/.uns
irj E t H mil A',1 i;noc i ou
l'OL-oony 0 0.345 0.3:*5 0.305
SlOMA-MJi.K I 0 17.126 16.500 16.0:0
CIGMA-ItULK 2 0 29.405 20.500 27.755
OJOMA-UATr.K 1 0 32.469 21.532 30.596
KlGMA-UHinn: 2 0 75.559 73.307 71.215
» O-UliroRM, l-iltïJ.MiC'Ji.fJ:
fcUrtr'-'tRY EÎTftTJGTlCS î<A$:Cr' CJN 20000 TI.IALG
o r  n ic n .v A n o N S  20000 .0
AK'l ^ :AÜE CATIr.ATlON 0.1 ] 60
vw.iAffa: 0.0034
GTANrr.-Ar» h.'/lATJON 0.0J.S2
Hir'-fÜiNT
0.0
0.005
0.015
0.025
0.035
0.045
0.0V.5
0.065
0.075
0.CC5
0.095
0.105
0.115
0.KT5
0.135
0.145
0.155
0,165
0.175
O.IHS
0.195
0.205
0.215
0.225
0.235
0.245
0.255
0.265
0.275
0.2C5
0.295
0.305
i:U-M“-*.r,Y or  0 ‘r<r.i.r«.v«TKw5 
HvLn'ji'i.-CY kClATlvr.
ri f OULIICY
563.0
232.0
376.0
452.0566.0
621.0 
771.0 
6 /0.0 
9Ü7.0
1127.0
1205.0
1227.0
1257.0
1340.0
1260.0
1173.0
1127.0
1006.0
655.0
769.0
631.0
492.0 
3U7.0
271.0
174.0
112.0
03.029.0
10.0
3.0
3.0
1.0
0.02015 
0.01160 0.01Ü20 
0 .02: 60 
0.02230 
O.C I^O'J
o.o*'.n'.5
0.04 750 
0.04V75 0.05635 
0.060:5 0.06135 
0.06205 
0.06/00 
0.06300 
0.05965 
0,05635 
O.C'50:<0 
0.01275 
0.03545 
0.03155 
0.0246A 
0.01935 
0.01355 
0.00270 
O.OO-.H0O 
0.00415 
0.00145 
O.00050 
0.00015 
0.00015 
O.OC'OOS
cuHn 4:Tvc 
f  l . c o :  i C N Û r
o.o:*2 ir.
O.v'.;".:. 
0.6-1 If. 
O.K -45 
0. M-V.O 0. : 7VC.5 
0.2:265 0.2*'îV0 
0.3-225 
0. 3 ...500. 44 'H5
0.51: /o 
0.5:970 
0.^4.VA
0.70.-35 
O.T: :;?0 
O.Ç' .V<* 
0.55175 
0 . 0 ’020  
0.9:175 
o. ' ’4V<r, 
0.9o570 
0 . W J 5  
0.90795 
0.99355 
0.99770 
O.C'^VIS 
0.99965 
0.9V9C0 
0.99995 
1.00000
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TABLE XXVII
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG POROSITY SENSITIVITY
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
OF T>€ 
WATERFLOOD LIL
DISTRIRJTION RANGE OF VALUES
TYPE * HIGH AVERAGE LOU
POROSITY 0 0.343 0.325 0.305
SIGMA-BULK 1 0 18,509 18.070 17.631
SIGMA-BULK 2 0 27.356 26.639 25.922
SIGMA-UATER 1 0 32.468 31.532 30.596
bIGMA-UATER 2 0 75.559 73.387 71.215
V '>**JNIFORM, l-TRlANGJJLAft
SUlifWRY STATISTICS BASED ON
MJrlBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
A(/ERAi.3E SACURATION 
VAKIANCE
SrA^ CiARO DEVIATION
20000 TRIM.S
20000.0
0.3694
0.0022
0.0468
mio-aoiht
0.21% 0 « 225 
0.23% 
0.245 
0.25% 
0.26% 
0.275 
0.285 
0.295 
0..TO5 
0.315 
0.325 
0.33% 
0.345 
0.355 
0.365 
0.375 
0.385 
0.395 
0.405 
0.415 
0.425 
0.425 
0.445 
0.455 
0.465 
0.475 
0.485 
0.495 
0.505 
0.515
SUMfWRY V  OBSER'.'ATICNS 
FREQUENCY RELATIVE
FREOUOÆY
5.0
13.0
25.0
52.0 
118.0 
166.0
265.0
389.0
534.0
727.0
882.0 
;.o
23.0
1501.0
1494.0
1613.0
1677.0
1542.0
1492.0
1278.0
1152.0 
688.0
728.0
476.0
349.0
187.0
110.0 
47.0
9.0
3.0
1.0
105
12
0.00025
0.00065
0.00125
0.00260
0.00590
0.00830
0.01225
0.01945
0.02670
0.03635
0.04410
0.05275
0.06115
0.07505
0.07470
0.08065
0.08385
0.07710
0.07460
0.06390
0.05760
0.04440
0.03640
0.02390
0.01745
0.00935
0.00550
0.00235
0.00040
0.00015
0.00005
CLMUUATTLE
FREQUENCY
0.00025
O.OOO^O
0.00215
0.00475
0.010650.01595
0.03220
0.05165
0.07935
0.11470
0.15880
0.21155
0.27270
0.34775
0.42245
0.50310
0.58695
0.66405
0.73865
0.90255
0.86015
0.90455
0.94095
0.96475
0.48220
0.99155
0.997050.9<»«400.494800.40005
I.00000
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TABLE XXVIII
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG POROSITY SENSITIVITY
nûNTC CARLO SIMULATION 
OF TNE 
WATERFLOOD LiL
parameter DISTRIBUTION RANGE OF VALUES 
TYPE » HIGH AVERAGE LOU
POROSITY 0 0.32S 0.305 0.285
SIGMA-BULK 1 0 18.509 18.070 17.631
SIGMA-BULK 2 0 27.356 26.639 25.922
SIGMA-UATER 1 0 32.468 31.532 30.596
SIGtM-UATER 2 0 75.559 73.387 71.215
t  0«JN1FORM» I-TKIANGULAR
SUMMARY STATISTICS BASED ON
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
AVERAiiE SATURATION
standard DEVIATION
20000 TRIALS
20000.0
0.3269
0.0026
0.0506
9JMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 
FREQUENCY RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
0.155 1.0 0.00005
0.165 6.0 0.00030
0.175 17,0 0.00085
0.185 33.0 0.00165
Ü.195 53.0 0.00265
0.205 110.0 0.00550
0.215 157,0 0.00785
0.225 242.0 0.01210
0.235 324.0 0.01620
0.245 480.0 0.02400
0.255 623.0 0.03115
0.265 713.0 0.03565
0.275 963.0 0.04815
0.285 980.0 0.04900
0.295 1251.0 0.06255
0.305 1401.0 0.07005
0.315 1381.0 0.06905
0.325 1504.0 0.07520
0.335 1556.0 0.07780
0.345 1451.0 0.07255
0.355 1360.0 0.06800
0.365 1232.0 0.06160
0.375 1087.0 0.05435
0.385 893.0 0.04465
0.395 756.0 0.03780
0.405 534,0 0.02670
0.415 362.0 0.01810
0.425 259.0 0.0129'
0.435 44.0 0.00721
0.445 07.0 0.0043U
0.455 30.0 0.00150
0.465 6.0 0.00030
0.475 3.0 0.00015
0.465 1.0 0.00005
OJM'.fLATIVE
FREOUENCY
0.00005 
0.00035 
0 .0 0 1 2 0  
0.00295 
0.00550 
0 .0 1 1 0 0  
0.01885 
0.03095 
0.04715 
0.07115 
0.10230 
0.1379» 
0.19410 
0.23510 
0.29765 
0.36770 
0.41675 
0.51195 
0.58975 
0.66230 
0.72030 0.7*190 
0.84625 0.89090 
0.92970 
0.95540 
0.97350 
0.98645 
0,*9165 0.96800 
0.99950 0.99900 
0.99995 
l.OCOOO
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TABLE XXIX
WATERFLOOD LOG-INJECT-LOG POROSITY SENSITIVITY
PARAMETER
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
OF THE 
UATERFLOOD LIL
DISTRIBUTION RANGE OF VALUES
TYPE * HIGH AVERAGE LOW
POROSZTT 0 0.365 0.343 0.325
SIGHA-SJLa  1 c 13.30? 18.070 17.631
SIGMA-BULK 2 0 27.356 26.639 25.922
SIGMA-UATER 1 0 32.468 31.532 30.596
SIGHA-UAIER 2 0 75.559 73.38? 71.215
« OMJNIFORM» 1«TRIANQULAR
SUMMARY statistics BASED ON
r#JhSER OF OBSER'JATIONS 
AVERAGE SATURATION 
VARIANCE
STANOARO DEVIATION
COOOO TRIALS
20000.0
0.4051
0.00X9
0.0436
MID-POINT
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
FREQUENCY FRECMJENCY
0.265 7.0 0.00035 0.00035
0.275 18.0 0.00090 0.00125
0.285 43.0 0.00215 0.00340
0.295 84.0 0.00420 0.00760
O.305 151.0 0.00755 0.01515
0.315 239.0 0.01195 0.02^10
0.325 369.0 0.01845 0.04555
0.335 554.0 0.02770 0.07T25
0.245 769.0 0.03845 0.11170
0.355 940.0 0.04700 0.15870
0.365 1121.0 0.05605 0.21475
0.375 1340.0 0.06700 0.28175
0.385 1628.0 0.08140 0.36315
0.395 1623.0 0.08115 0.44430
0.405 1821.0 0.09105 0.53535
0.415 1680.0 0.08400 0.6l‘»35
0.425 1667.0 0.08335 0.70270
0.435 1471.0 0.07355 0.77625
0.445 1330.0 0.06650 0.84275
0.455 2024.0 0.05120 0.89395
0.465 822.0 0.04110 0.93505
0.475 545.0 0.02725 0.96230
0.485 384.0 0.01920 0.98150
0.495 203.0 0.01015 0.99165
0.505 118.0 0.00590 0.99755
0.515 39.0 0.00195 0.99950
0.525 6.0 0.00030 0.99930
0.535 4.0 0.00020 I.00000
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APPENDIX C 
NOMENCLATURE
a - cementation intercept 
A - area
Bg - gas formation volume factor
B - oil formation volume factoro
B - water formation volume factor w
c - isothermal compressibility 
C - tracer concentration 
F - formation factor 
h - thickness
k - permeability
k^ - relative permeability 
L - neutron lifetime
m - slope of linear portion of pressure analysis plots 
m - cementation factor
m - ratio of gas cap volume to oil leg volume
n - saturation exponent
N - stock tank oil initially in place
N - number of neutrons
Np - cumulative oil production
N^ - stock tank oil remaining in place
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p - pressure 
q - flow rate 
r - well radius
Rg - resistivity of a formation at 100% water saturation 
Rp - cumulative gas oil ratio 
Rg - solution gas oil ratio 
R^ - true formation resistivity 
R^ - formation water resistivity 
S - saturation 
t - time 
T - time
V - volume
V - velocity
W - cumulative water influx e
Wp - cumulative water production
GREEK LETTERS
A - change in 
y - viscosity 
Z - capture cross section 
(j) - pore volume
SUBSCRIPTS
d - dimensionless 
e - effective 
f - formation 
he - hydrocarbon
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i - initial 
m - match 
ma - matrix 
o - oil 
sh - shale 
t - total 
w - water
9 5
